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The Latoon Sceach
In 1999, Clare County Council altered the route of a new road to Shannon Airport when advised by the folklorist
Eddie Lenihan that cutting and tarmaccing over this whitethorn (Crataegus monogyna) could result in an accident
black spot. This particular whitethorn is a sceach, or fairy tree, a portal to another world for leprechauns, the
little people who should be treated with great care and respect. We are grateful to Eddie Lenihan for permission
to print this photograph. http://eddielenihan.ennis.ie
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Allocating aircraft carbon dioxide emissions to airports Sustainable mobility in metropolitan environments in
on the basis of passenger share: scenarios for
developing countries – Metropolitan Beirut case study
Manchester Airport
Hicham H. Akkaoui, Hartmut Topp & Aly A. Hassan
Paul Upham, Sarah Butlin, Maxwell Davis, Ulrika
Mobility is among the most characteristic features of
Nilsson & Tim Smith
developed and developing societies. By its use of
UK aviation greenhouse gas emissions will double over
resources and its direct and indirect effects on the
the next 25 years if Government plans for expansion are
economy, environment and social lifestyle, it lies along
realised. This paper makes a case for the inclusion of
the fault-lines of unsustainability and inequality. The
domestic and international aircraft greenhouse gas
concept of ‘sustainable mobility’ can offer a framework
emissions, divided equally between the airports used
for redressing a balance of the needs of societies. The
for take-off and landing, in airport environmental
paper illustrates this concept, and it focuses on
reports. A simple allocation method is described and is
introducing a sustainable mobility plan for Greater
used to indicate the emissions implications of
Beirut.
increasing passenger numbers at Manchester Airport,
Keywords
using combinations of the growth scenarios proposed by
Sustainable mobility, mobility indicators, land use
the Department for Transport in its aviation white
planning, Beirut
paper consultation.
Cycling trends & policies in Canadian cities
Keywords
John Pucher & Ralph Buehler
aircraft, airports, climate change, carbon dioxide
Bicycling accounted for an average of 1.2% of work trips
emissions, allocation, Manchester, Future of Air
in Canada in 2001, but with considerable variation by
Transport, scenarios
province and metropolitan area. In this study, we chose
A Sustainability risk analysis of the Low Cost Airline
six Canadian cities for detailed analysis of their
sector
cycling trends and policies:
Duncan J. Gordon, Andrew Blaza & William R. Sheate
• Montréal and Québec City in Québec;
The Low Cost Airline (LCA) sector has significant
• Ottawa and Toronto in Ontario; and
sustainability impacts due not least to the growth of
• Vancouver and Victoria in British Columbia.
existing, and creation of new, aviation markets.
All of these cities have made impressive efforts to
However, there has been surprisingly little academic
encourage more and safer cycling. Most of the cities
research in relation to the future of the LCA sector and
report increases in cycling levels over the past two
the sustainability impacts of the airlines. Key issues
decades but appear to have reached a limit due to lack
include how long they can maintain offering such cheap of funding for crucially needed cycling infrastructure
tickets, and what is their potential vulnerability to
(bike paths and lanes, parking, intersection
changing circumstances? This paper reports on the use
modifications, etc.). In addition, the low-density, carof a ‘sustainability risk analysis’ of the LCA sector
oriented suburban sprawl spreading around most
centred on the concept of a ‘sustainable business’, which
Canadian cities has been increasing trip distances, thus
takes into account both business viability and the
making cycling decreasingly feasible outside the urban
wider sense of sustainability. This analysis focused on
core. Finally, Canadian cities and provinces have not
the assessment of the airline business model, which
imposed any significant restrictions on car use or
included producing a new conceptualisation of the
imposed increases in taxes, fees, and other charges for
model in the form of a customer journey, and an
car use, such as most European cities have implemented
evaluation of the risks using qualitative data from
to discourage driving and increase transit use, walking,
fifteen semi-structured interviews of a wide range of
and cycling. If Canadian cities really want to further
senior representatives of the aviation industry.
increase cycling levels, they will have to further
The analysis found a significant risk to the
expand cycling infrastructure, curb low-density sprawl,
sustainability of the LCA business model from a wide
and impose more restrictions and charges on car use.
range of threats, including sustainability threats, such
Keywords
as the introduction of an environmental economic
Bicycling, Canada, modal split, sustainable transport,
instrument. Another broader threat was the lack of
traffic safety, urban travel
strategic management among the LCA sector, which
was also found to be indicative of the aviation industry
as a whole.
Keywords
Low Cost Airlines, risk analysis, sustainability,
sustainable business
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In March this year the People’s National Congress
pressures and stress increase, two adults in a
of China meeting in Beijing decided to adopt a policy
relationship struggle to balance work, long distance
aimed at producing a more ‘harmonious society’. Its
commuting and each other, and communities cease to
conclusions can be seen at
function because people are not in the community very
http://www.china.org.cn/english/2005lh/121841.htm
much. More people move house more often and more
people opt for private rather than community
China’s political leaders have decided that rapid
activities, so families and communities struggle to
economic growth does not bring with it the widespread
function.
benefits that were anticipated. Economic growth in
China has been instrumental in taking millions out of
Transport researchers and commentators are very
poverty and China has out-performed India in its
familiar with this social boomerang effect. Donald
attack on poverty. This is a huge achievement and yet
Appleyard wrote Liveable Streets over 30 years ago
it has left many Chinese with a feeling that all is not
and charted the impact of traffic on the number of
well. China’s economic growth has been associated
friends and acquaintances that we have. The more
with large scale migration from rural to urban areas,
traffic we have on the street where we live the fewer
increases in pollution and health-related pollution
friends we have. Then Mayer Hillman and his coproblems, widening economic disparities and a society
authors wrote One False Move in 1992 and charted the
that is more mobile and dysfunctional than 20 years
decline of child mobility. Children cannot move around
ago.
and travel independently because of traffic danger. As
more children (and their parents) move around in cars
None of this is particularly surprising. Economic
so yet another portion of societal ‘glue’ comes unstuck.
growth is often associated with a breakdown of
communities, rise in crime and health problems related
Many articles in WTPP have charted the decline of
to pollution, stress and the erosion of family and
society, community and civilisation as a result of
community support systems. It is, however, very
increased traffic. In an important article by Helmut
surprising indeed that this social downside has been
Holzapfel, the author explained the links between the
recognised and that China is taking steps to create a
car and violence http://www.ecomore harmonious society as something that is more
logica.co.uk/wtpp01.1.pdf No society can function in a
important than economic growth itself.
way that helps communities if it places a high value
Defining a more harmonious society will not be easy. on agents that causes violence. The car is violence.
Recent research and discussion in the UK (e.g. Richard
China is now discovering these deep
Layard’s new book Happiness) will help. Happiness
interrelationships. Economic growth destroys
may be an elusive concept but it is closely related to a
communities and families, creates hyper-mobile
‘harmonious society’ and it has declined over the last
societies, generates extra traffic and produces reduced
50 years in the UK and in the USA as incomes and
quality of life. It is noteworthy that the most populous
material welfare have increased. Layard charts these
country in the world has discovered that economic
divergent trends. As incomes rise citizens experience a
growth is a problem. We will see in the next 2–3 years
decline in happiness brought about by feelings that
what China does with this hugely significant insight
they are not doing as well as someone else and by
and what we can learn from its deliberations.
feelings of danger, lack of security and lack of family
John Whitelegg
and community support. Happiness is very closely
Editor
related to feelings of safety and security and to success
World Transport Policy & Practice
in relationships. As economic growth accelerates, work
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Abstract
The aviation white paper suggests that by 2030, UK
passenger numbers will more than double, increasing
UK aviation greenhouse gas emissions will double
from more than 180 million passengers in 2002 to some
over the next 25 years if Government plans for
expansion are realised. This paper makes a case for the 475 mppa (million passengers per annum) in 2030,
approaching the 500 million passengers anticipated in
inclusion of domestic and international aircraft
the mid-range reference case of its pre-White Paper
greenhouse gas emissions, divided equally between the
consultation. Somewhat belatedly, Halcrow (2002,
airports used for take-off and landing, in airport
sec. 8.1.3, p. 93) were commissioned to conduct a rough
environmental reports. A simple allocation method is
estimate of two cases of carbon dioxide emissions for
described and is used to indicate the emissions
the whole UK air transport system:
implications of increasing passenger numbers at
Manchester Airport, using combinations of the growth
i) a base or constrained case of no new runways
scenarios proposed by the Department for Transport in
anywhere in the UK, and
its aviation white paper consultation.
ii) three new runways in the southeast, and
unconstrained capacity in the regions (Halcrow,
Keywords
2002, Table 8.3, p. 103).
aircraft, airports, climate change, carbon dioxide
The DfT (2003, paragraph 3.11, p. 12 and Table C.1,
emissions, allocation, Manchester, Future of Air
p.
21)
has used Halcrow’s estimates for the high
Transport, scenarios
capacity case (which, at 480 mppa, actually
Introduction
approximates to the level of growth supported in the
In December 2003, the Department for Transport
aviation white paper), to show that carbon dioxide
(DfT) published its aviation white paper, The Future
emissions from aircraft departing or arriving in the UK
of Air Transport, setting out a strategic framework for
will nearly double between 2000 and 2020, rising from
the development of UK aviation for the next 30 years.
30 to 55 million tonnes, more than doubling by 2030 at
The white paper supports a new runway at Edinburgh,
some 70 million tonnes.2 Upham (2003) derived the
Birmingham, Stansted and Heathrow airports, plus
same emission values for 2000 and 2020 from the same
new terminals, apron and runway extensions throughout Halcrow estimates, but used the high capacity
the UK. In addition to the anticipated local
(480 mppa, white paper) case for 2030 (DfT, 2003,
environmental impacts of aviation expansion (Upham,
Table D.6), not the average of the two cases apparently
2002), observers have drawn attention to the
used by the DfT (see footnote 2). This leads to a 2030
contradictory direction of aviation White Paper
value for national aircraft carbon dioxide, still not
projections and the long term (2050) UK energy white
uplifted, of 77 million tonnes.
paper target (House of Commons Environmental Audit
The House of Commons Environmental Audit
Committee, 2004a,b; Upham, 2003, 2004; Bows, 2004).
Committee (2004a, p.23–4) has used the DfT’s revised
The energy white paper commits the UK to reducing its
aircraft carbon estimates for consistency with the DfT,
carbon dioxide emissions by some 60% below year 2000
These DfT estimates (undertaken by Halcrow after QinetiQ)
levels, and it is far from certain that emissions
allocate emissions on a basis of 50% to originating country
reductions in other sectors can sufficiently compensate
and 50% to destination country and do not include any uplift
for aviation growth, while meeting the -60% target
factor to account for cirrus and contrail effects consequent on
(ibid).1
high altitude emissions. It is worth noting that Table C.1 in DfT
2

Ongoing research at the Tyndall Centre (North) is exploring
the extent to which a European emissions trading system
might accommodate aviation growth, while other sector
emissions contract to meet ‘contraction and convergence’
targets.1
1

(2003), relating to the monetary costs of national aircraft
carbon dioxide emissions in 2000 and 2030, appears to use an
average of Halcrow’s constrained and high capacity scenarios
(without stating this). This would underestimate the cost in the
DfT’s own terms.2
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Box 1. European policy context to aircraft emissions inventorisation
European Member States and the European Community are Parties to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). From its entry into force on 21st March 1994, the UNFCCC commits all
Parties to develop, periodically update, publish and report to the UNFCCC Conference of the Parties, national
inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources, and removals by sinks, of all greenhouse gases not
controlled by the Montreal Protocol. Member States should use the guidelines for national greenhouse gas
inventories and for assessing climate change impacts and adaptations adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, and should take into account the requirements of the Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC,
adopted by the Third Conference of the Parties on 10th December 1997.
In the EU, Council Decision 93/389/EEC implemented the requirement to monitor greenhouse gases as
stated above. Council Decision 1999/296/EC amends 93/389/EEC, enabling the Council to assess more
accurately and regularly the extent of progress being made towards the Community’s commitments under the
UNFCCC and in particular the Kyoto Protocol to that Convention. Thus Article 2 of Decision 1999/296/EC aims to
contribute to the stabilisation of CO 2 emissions by 2000 at 1990 levels in the Community as a whole, assuming
that other leading countries undertake commitments along similar lines, and accounting for the needs of Member
States which start from relatively low levels of energy consumption. These States are entitled to have CO2 targets
and/or strategies corresponding to their economic and social development, while improving the energy efficiency
of their economic activities.
For the European Union, ‘sustainable mobility’ is an overarching objective of the 1998-2004 Action
Programme for Transport. The European Commission considers that an ‘indefinite continuation of current trends
in transport in certain modes (road, air) would be unsustainable in relation to its environmental impact, in particular
as regards climate change’. The Commission expresses commitment to the development of ‘sustainable forms of
transport’ (ibid), and, more explicitly, recommends that attention be given to ways of reducing the association of
economic growth and increased transport activity (European Commission, 1998: 6–9).
The European Parliament voted on 2nd July 2003 to agree a compromise with Council on the Directive on
emission trading in the EU. Beginning in 2005, as a forerunner to international emissions trading under the Kyoto
Protocol from 2008, COM(2003) 403 final makes provision for an emissions trading system to cover CO2
emissions from the power sector (all fossil fuel generators over 20 MW), oil refining, cement production, iron and
steel manufacture, glass and ceramics, and paper and pulp production. Generators will be allowed to achieve
emissions reductions through Kyoto Protocol’s Joint Implementation Mechanism and Clean Development
Mechanism. Member states will have until October 2004 to implement the Directive as national legislation. While
key voices in the UK air transport industry view European emissions trading as enabling the sector to grow while
meeting long term climate change targets, the UK parliamentary Environmental Audit Committee doubts the
European political will to incorporate aviation within the scheme.
while stating that it does not necessarily share its
assumptions of improved engine technologies, to give a
lower 2030 value of 65 Mt CO 2 . the DfT’s revision states
that it takes account of the upper range of
technological improvement forecasts by IPCC (1999)
and ACARE (Advisory Council for Aeronautical
Research in Europe – see RCEP, 2002, for a comparison
of IPCC and ACARE estimates for technological
improvement). These envisage up to a 50%
improvement in fleet fuel efficiency between 2000 and
2050, and the DfT assumes that 15% (1% per annum) of
this will occur between 2000 and 2015, giving a 15%
lower emissions total. This would seem plausible with
a sufficient incentive to fuel efficiency and fleet
renewal. However, it is equally plausible that
scientific consensus on the uplift factor may be revised
upwards as understanding of aviation-induced cirrus
progresses, this being currently excluded from
IPCC–informed uplift factors due to scientific

uncertainty. An increase in the factor from 2.5 to 3
would more than negate the 15% gain from fuel
efficiency.
Manchester Airport, the case discussed here, is the
third busiest airport in the UK. It saw over 19.7
million passengers in 2003 (CAA, 2004) and has
ambitions to be the second busiest UK airport, with 40
million passengers by 2015 (Manchester Airport Group,
2002, p.22), ahead of Gatwick airport, which currently
sees 30 million (CAA, 2004). Manchester Airport is
owned by neighbouring local authorities, has proactively invested in environmental and community
relations policies for many years, and produces a
regular sustainability report. Nevertheless, by
UNFCCC (United nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change) and ICAO (International Civil
Aviation Organisation) convention, Manchester
Airport’s sustainability indication has not
historically included all of the aircraft carbon dioxide
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Box 2. Calculation of aircraft carbon dioxide emissions and their conventional allocation to
airports over the landing and take-off cycle
Carbon emissions are proportional to fossil fuel use. There are various ways of estimating the quantity of fuel
used and hence carbon emissions produced by aircraft. Detailed methods account for factors such as specific
aircraft and engine types, rates of ascent, descent and aircraft take-off weight to coarser but quicker. Another
option is to apply emissions factors to representative aircraft over assumed flight routes, as used, for example, in
RASCO projections for the 2003 UK White Paper on aviation. These more detailed methods are likely to use the
ICAO emissions database, which holds information on fuel use and emission factors for standardised flight stage
lengths and thrust settings.
Coarser methods can involve multiplying air traffic movement-related emission factors, derived from detailed
studies at known airports over several years, by the number of air traffic movements at other airports in question.
This is the procedure used for the UK national emission inventory (NAEI). In countries for which detailed aviation
statistics are unavailable, a fuel-related emission factor for CO2 may be multiplied by the quantity of aviation fuel
known to have been consumed.
Currently, greenhouse gas emissions from international aviation are not included in national totals submitted to
the UNFCCC but are reported separately as a ‘Memo Item’ (see section 1A3a in the reporting instructions of the
IPCC Revised 1996 Guidelines). Greenhouse gas emissions from whole domestic flights, regardless of carrier
nationality, should be submitted. IPCC requires that estimation methods should use as detailed information as is
reasonably available (see IPCC Workbook volume 2, pp. 20-21). Similar methods presented in the
EMEP/CORINAIR Emission Inventory Guidebook are also acceptable under IPCC and are particularly appropriate
for Europe: see chapter B851 of the CORINAIR Guidebook for guidelines.
Submission to the UNFCCC of statistics on domestic aviation emissions is the responsibility of nation states,
not airports, and in the UK there is no legal requirement for airports to report on their carbon dioxide emissions.
emissions that it facilitates, but only that emitted by
aircraft on the ground and during the landing and take
off cycle, up to an altitude of 3,000 feet. 3
The paper firstly makes a brief case for the
inclusion of international aircraft greenhouse gas
emissions, associated with a particular airport
through its use as a take-off or landing point, in the
environmental/sustainability report of the airport in
question. Following the rationale, a simple passengerbased method of emissions allocation is outlined and is
used to show the implications for Manchester Airport,
using combinations of the growth scenarios proposed by
the DfT in the aviation white paper consultations.
The case for allocating international aviation
emissions to airports
Airport-based allocation of international aviation
emissions, with a 50:50 split between origin and
destination airports, would arguably help to
contextualise aviation emissions for citizens and
regional policy makers. International aviation
emissions take place largely out of sight and are still
accorded no legally instituted national responsibility
(see Box 1). Aviation emissions should not be the legal
responsibility of the airport, as airlines are directly
responsible (and hence should be obliged to pay for the
burden of their emissions in, for example, any emissions
trading scheme). Nevertheless, the case for airportThe airport has very recently completed an emissions
inventory inclusive of all flights. This is used in a separate,
related paper. 3
3

allocation in the form of supplementary reporting rests
on the key role of airports in facilitating aviation and
aviation growth. Allocation of emissions to groundbased entities (airports), which citizens can identify,
can only enhance the degree to which the scale and
significance of aircraft emissions will be appreciated.
While hardly guaranteeing an appropriate response,
airport-allocation at least increases the prospects of
this. One possibility, for example, is to set airports a
greenhouse gas emissions cap within which surface
transport emissions reductions may be used to offset
growing flight emissions. While this would doubtless
entail the investigation of various accounting
strategies, it would nevertheless embed the idea and
actuality of flight emissions in the thinking of airport
managers and planners.
Aircraft emissions allocation to Manchester Airport
Although this paper focuses on emissions allocation
rather than detailed calculation, for the purpose of
context, Box 2 outlines methodological considerations
relating to the calculation of aircraft carbon dioxide
emissions. To reiterate, for the calculations below, the
emissions values used are Halcrow’s Round 2 SERAS
forecasts, used to inform the UK aviation white paper
and associated DfT supporting documents. Being based
on QinetiQ’s methodology, they assume a 50:50 split
between origin and destination airports (DfT, 2003). It
should be noted that this split is not a widely agreed
protocol, but is one of several different ways of
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Figure 1. Manchester airport passenger numbers as forecast by DfT for the aviation white
paper consultation scenarios
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allocating international aviation emissions between
nations. It is nevertheless not unreasonable.
Emissions scenarios
Four national policy scenarios were used in the
consultations to the aviation white paper, representing
different patterns of future growth for UK aviation:
• RASCO Reference Case (RRC)
• South East Constrained (SEC) scenario
• UK Wide Constrained scenario (UKC)
• Facilitating Growth scenario (FG)
The (Regional Air Services Co-ordination Study)
RASCO Reference Case (RRC) assumes regional growth
plus significant new runway capacity (about 300 mppa)

FG

2030

Year

UKC

provided over the next 30 years at London airports. The
aviation white paper largely confirms this scenario as
the Government’s preference, with the exception that
two, not three new runways are supported in the
southeast. This reduces the total air passenger demand
forecast for 2030 by 24 mppa (476 mppa compared to
500 mppa) (House of Commons Environmental Audit
Committee, 2004, footnote 8, p. 14). The South East
Constrained Scenario (SEC) permits regional growth in
line with forecast demand, but constrains London
capacity at about 150 mppa (compared to 114 mppa in
the southeast in 2000 (CAA, in DfT, 2000b, p.36)). The
UK Wide Constrained Scenario (UKC) limits capacity
growth throughout the UK to that with current

Box 3 SPASM: the Department for Transport’s air passenger demand model
SPASM is the UK Department for Transport’s passenger allocation model, originally developed for the South
East and Regional Air Studies (SERAS) and used in air passenger demand forecasting for the aviation white
paper. SPASM is primarily an economic model: its outputs are a function of forecast costs and assumptions
relating to passengers’ economic decisions.
SPASM forecasts the number of passengers and air traffic movements (ATM) by category on an annual basis
from 1998 to 2030, and allocates this demand to 29 existing UK airports. It can add three new airports per run
(DTLR, 2002: 2).
SPASM allocates air passengers through route networks, comprising ground origin and foreign or domestic
destinations to UK airports on the basis of generalised costs. The latter comprise surface access costs, air
time/fare costs and frequency. The allocation also has regard to terminal passenger and runway capacities (user
input). When passenger and air traffic movements reach capacity at an airport, shadow costs are generated and
added to generalised costs to price off excess demand (DTLR, 2002: 2). The model converts time costs into
pounds sterling (ibid: 4).
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Figure 2. Uplifted carbon dioxide emissions for Manchester Airport flights under variants
of the national policy scenarios
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planning permission or support. The Facilitating
Growth Scenario (FG) assumes that demand is
encouraged to grow up to 2030 and is provided with all
necessary capacity.
While the RRC approximates to the level and
pattern of growth anticipated in the aviation white
paper, it is worth looking at the emissions implications
of the other scenarios not only for comparison, but also
because the white paper covers a span of nearly thirty
years, and it may be that these or other scenarios come
to replace the RRC in practice. Figure 1 shows their
implications for future passenger numbers at
Manchester Airport (based on DfT 2002a,b).
In Figure 1, the SEC scenario allows demand at
Manchester Airport to grow at the expense of airports
in the south east and hence gives the highest passenger
numbers. The demand model (SPASM – see box 3)
forecasts that under SEC conditions, passengers would

SEC Low UK
UKC Low UK

SEC Mid UK
UKC Mid UK

SEC High UK
UKC High UK

travel from southeast England to Manchester in order to
fly. Other attributes of the passenger forecasts are
discussed below in relation to their associated
emissions.
Emissions forecasts as indicated by national passenger
share
Manchester Airport’s passenger forecasts (DfT,
2002a) can be related to UK passenger forecasts and UK
forecasts for ‘uplifted’ (see below) aircraft carbon
dioxide emissions (DfT, 2002b) as follows, to give
approximations for aircraft carbon dioxide emissions
associated with Manchester Airport (MAN) in a given
year:
MAN flight Uplifted national emissions x MAN passengers
emissions =
UK passengers

where ‘uplifted national emissions’ are forecast carbon
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Table 1. Attributes of the combined national policy scenario emissions
Attribute

2015 CO2 emissions

2030 CO2 emissions

15.22

20.42

Variance

3.04

24.25

Standard Deviation

1.74

4.92

Mean

Highest Range

SEC low UK (18.49)

SEC low UK (29.40)

Lowest Range

UKC High UK (12.15)

UKC High UK (12.00)

6.34

17.4

Range

dioxide emissions for UK aviation (domestic and
international flights, allocated on a 50:50
origin/destination basis) multiplied (uplifted) by a
radiative forcing factor of 2.7 to account for the
increased global warming effect of emissions at high
altitude (IPCC, 1999, DfT, 2003).
Emissions under variants of the national policy
scenarios
Figure 2 gives uplifted carbon dioxide emissions for
Manchester Airport flights under particular

combinations of the aviation white paper consultative
scenarios. Emissions estimated on the basis of passenger
share are given for each of the four main scenarios
(RRC, SEC, FG and UKC), under the DfT’s three
national variants of low, mid and high growth rates
(DfT, 2002a, Table 4.1, p. 66 and Table 4.3, p.70). Table
1 then highlights key attributes of Manchester
Airport’s flight emissions under the different,
combined scenarios. Relating Manchester’s passenger
numbers under the mid-point of each national policy

Figure 3. Manchester Airport emissions under growth variants of the RASCO Reference Case
scenario
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Table 2. Attributes of the RASCO Reference Case scenario variants
2015 emissions
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation

2030 emissions

15.31

22.3

3.62

23.31

1.9

4.83

Highest Range

Low UK High Manchester=18.80

Low UK High Manchester = 31.66

Lowest Range

High UK low Manchester=12.22

High UK Low Manchester=15.08

scenario (a) to the UK total for each national growth
variant (b), in the form of (a)/(b), allows a wide range
of possibilities to be accounted for. Specifically, it
shows the upper and lower range for Manchester’s
emissions under each national policy scenario.
Table 1 shows the mean of the four national policy
emissions scenarios as 15.22 million tonnes of uplifted
CO2 emissions for 2015, rising to 20.42 Mt in 2030. This
is a rise of 34% over 15 years. Comparison with the
largest increase of 140%, between the lowest and
highest forecast values, illustrates the breadth of the
scenario range (though only upwards in terms of
passengers). As the passenger and hence emissions
forecasts extend further into the future, inaccuracies
increase and trend divergence is cumulatively
accentuated by the passage of time. Hence the larger
range, variance and standard deviation of the 2030
figures than the 2015 values.
In the worst case under the national policy scenarios
combined with the 3 growth variants (SEC and Low UK
combination) Manchester Airport is associated with
total uplifted flight CO2 emissions of 18.49 Mt for 2015
and 29.4 Mt by 2030, an increase of 209% over the 30
years from 2000. In the best case (UKC, High UK
combination), the airport would experience marginally
decreased emissions between 2015 and 2030, from
12.15 Mt of uplifted CO2 down to 12 Mt. This would
still represent an increase of 26% from a 2000 baseline.
Emissions under variants of the RASCO Reference Case
scenario
Figure 3 provides emissions forecasts, based on
national passenger share, for Manchester Airport under
the DfT’s three growth variants of the RASCO
Reference Case scenario (largely supported by the
aviation white paper). The emissions implications of
the RRC low, middle and high estimates for passenger
numbers at Manchester airport are shown in relation to
each national growth variant (DfT, 2002a, Table 4.1, p.
66 & Table 4.2, p.69).
Table 2 highlights the key attributes of Manchester
Airport’s flight emissions under the RRC variants. The
mean values for 2015 and 2030 are close to the means for
those years across the four national policy scenarios,
confirming that the RRC represents a good mid-range
scenario in terms of passenger numbers and emissions as

directly based on those numbers. The RRC emission
variants also produce a smaller standard deviation and
range, probably a function of the values relating to one
scenario alone. Under the RRC variants, the worst case
for Manchester’s aircraft CO2 emissions from flights
(the Low UK, High Manchester combination), would
see an emissions increase of 223% between 2000 and
2030. In the best case (High UK, Low Manchester),
emissions would increase by 54% between 2000 and 2030.
Conclusions
Estimates of aircraft carbon dioxide emissions
associated with Manchester Airport based on its share
of national passengers under growth variants of the
Department for Transport’s consultative national
policy scenarios, show a mean of 15.22 million tonnes of
uplifted CO2 in 2015, rising to a mean of 20.42 million
tonnes in 2030. Growth variants of the mid-range RRC
scenario, similar to that supported by the aviation
white paper, provide a similar mean of 15.31 million
tonnes of CO2 in 2015, rising to 22.3 million tonnes in
2030. Uplifted emissions in 2000 were 9.79 million
tonnes, based on national passenger share. Not
surprisingly, the mean projected emissions increase
broadly reflects the projected mid-case national
increase, and no scenario shows a significant decrease in
emissions relative to the present day. The reasons for
specific variations between the scenario combinations
are complex and lie in the dynamics of the DfT’s
demand allocation model, SPASM.
Further work will clarify the extent of the
reliability of the relationship of national passenger
share to flight emissions, but the relationship can be
presumed reasonable on theoretical grounds for airports
that are not too dissimilar to the southeast-dominated
mean in terms of fleet mix, route length and aircraft
passenger load. Allocation of international and
domestic aircraft emissions to their facilitating
airport, as illustrated by the Manchester case, renders
the shared responsibility for emissions more obvious
and begs the issue of an appropriate response. Tradingoff surface and aircraft greenhouse gas emissions
within an airport cap is an oft-suggested possibility,
and airport-allocation of flight emissions is a
prerequisite.
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Abstract
‘Why are you here?’
The Low Cost Airline (LCA) sector has significant
asks the advertisement,
sustainability impacts due not least to the growth of
‘Flights to Barcelona for £29.99’.
existing, and creation of new, aviation markets.
‘Weekend sale – flights from only £12.99’,
However, there has been surprisingly little academic
‘Flights from only £1’,
research in relation to the future of the LCA sector and
and even,
the sustainability impacts of the airlines. Key issues
‘Half a million flights for sale, for FREE!’
include how long they can maintain offering such cheap
tickets, and what is their potential vulnerability to
growth in personal air travel, and the source of this
changing circumstances? This paper reports on the use
advertising, has been the rapid development of low
of a ‘sustainability risk analysis’ of the LCA sector
cost (or budget, or ‘no frills’) airlines (LCAs).
centred on the concept of a ‘sustainable business’, which
The sector has been characterised by rapid
takes into account both business viability and the
expansion witnessed by the growth of individual
wider sense of sustainability. This analysis focused on
airlines, typified by Ryanair and easyJet advertising
the assessment of the airline business model, which
flights at extremely low prices to European and
included producing a new conceptualisation of the
domestic destinations. The fundamental issues of
model in the form of a customer journey, and an
sustainability are emphasised in the context of the
evaluation of the risks using qualitative data from
LCA sector, for example the environmental impacts of
fifteen semi-structured interviews of a wide range of
the business are not internalised by the low ticket
senior representatives of the aviation industry.
prices, and the wider issues of sustainability in terms of
The analysis found a significant risk to the
personal mobility and tourism are totally ignored
sustainability of the LCA business model from a wide
(Blaza et al., 2002).
range of threats, including sustainability threats, such
A Sustainable Business?
as the introduction of an environmental economic
Immediate questions arise about the nature of the
instrument. Another broader threat was the lack of
business model of these airlines, including how are
strategic management among the LCA sector, which
they able to provide these low fares, can they be
was also found to be indicative of the aviation industry
maintained in the long term, and what impact are the
as a whole.4
models having. However the most critical question is
Keywords
whether it is sustainable.
Low Cost Airlines, risk analysis, sustainability,
A truly ‘sustainable business’ has both continued
sustainable business
business viability and takes into account the wider
aspects of sustainability – the economic, social, and
Introduction
environmental implications of its operations (Blaza &
Study Context & Rationale
Chambers, 1997). Using this concept to facilitate a ‘risk
The quotations in the box are examples of
analysis’ allows the fulfilment and development of a
advertisements that have, and continue to present new
complete and qualitative assessment of the future of
aviation travel options to the general public, both in
the sector. The analysis encompasses all areas of
the UK and increasingly throughout Europe. They raise potential risk by addressing both business and
issues surrounding the development and forecasted
sustainability factors together, without giving either
growth in aviation. One of the main drivers of the
preference, by primarily concentrating on the analysis
of the business models of the airlines.
Duncan Gordon is currently a Sustainability Advisor with sd3
Business Sustainability. This paper is based on research
Sceptics may point to the fact that the LCAs are the
undertaken as part of his MSc in Environmental Technology at
most profitable sector currently in the aviation
Imperial College London in 2003.
industry as the main international airlines are
Andrew Blaza is Principal Research Fellow in Business and
suffering from a wide range of pressures. These include
Environment, Imperial College London. 4
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Table 1. Sustainability impacts of aviation outlined in the literature base
Sustainability
Benefits
Objective
Economic
• Access to markets

Costs
• Infrastructure

• Specialisation

• Congestion

• Economies of scale

– in air & ground traffic

• Foreign direct Investment (FDI)

• Deficits in tourism, air transport & foreign direct investment (FDI)

• Improved air transport links raising the
productivity of industries
• World trade

• Regional Imbalances
• Severance

• Economic growth; linked to job creation,
particularly in areas of regeneration
• Savings in cost, time & risk of accident
• Carriage of freight
• Potential displacement costs
Social

• Employment

• Noise

– direct & indirect; e.g. manufacture of
aircraft, jobs in tourism
• Leisure travel

– both planes airborne & on the ground

– tourism

• Health

– education

– Both within the aircraft (DVT, spread of airborne disease &
infections) & external to the aircraft (noise leading to possible
sleep disturbance & stress, to local air quality impacts)

• Cultural exchange

• Traffic

• Consumer choice

• Effects on culture & heritage at destinations through tourism

• Accidents (safety)

– enhanced opportunities
• Visiting friends & relatives (VFR)
Environmental

• Pollution (air, ground & water)
– local air quality affected by ground transport
– emissions from maintenance, ground vehicles, buildings
(energy consumption)
– contaminated land
– ground & surface water pollution, e.g. aircraft de-icing & jet fuel
– odour
• Climate change – e.g. carbon dioxide emissions
• Use of land & other natural resources
• Waste
– aircraft, catering, hazardous material from engineering, effluent,
office
• Impact on wildlife
• Tourism & conservation
– tourism impacts at destinations, e.g. waste, congestion,
emissions, & noise
• Urbanisation & associated infrastructure development

Sources: Main concept of table Grayling & Bishop (2003). Additional references consulted: AEF (2003); British Airways
(1996); Caves (2003); CPRE (2003); FoE (1999); Hooper et al (2003); Hume & Watson (2003); Humphreys (2003); Lee (2003);
Lee & Raper (2003); May (2002); RCEP (2002); SDC (2001, 2002); Thomas & Lever (2003); Upham (2003); Whitelegg (2003).

the effects of the terrorist attacks on 11th September
2001 on propensity to fly, the second Gulf War, and the
global economic downturn. However the study
addresses the true long-term sustainability of the
airlines as their business model may be potentially
more susceptible to some risks than others, especially

when compared to the traditional airlines.
Background
There is a wealth of literature on the issues
associated with aviation and sustainability from a
variety of sources and differing stakeholder
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Figure 1. UK air transport consultation mid-point forcasted unconstrained passenger
demand to 2030 (mppa) (Source: DfT, 2002)
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viewpoints. These have been highlighted in numerous
studies relating to ‘sustainable aviation’, for example
by FoE (1999), RCEP (2002), SDC (2001 & 2002),
Bishop & Grayling (2003), and Upham et al., (2003).
These studies indirectly infer the range of
sustainability concepts that are relevant to this study;
other key areas are ‘Sustainable Business’ (Blaza &
Chambers, 1997), ‘Sustainable Production and
Consumption’ (Falkman, 1996; Blaza et al., 2002; May,
2002), and ‘Sustainable Transportation/Mobility’
(Wixey & Lake, 1998; Litman & Burwell, 2003).
The commentary illustrates the industry’s numerous
direct and indirect environmental, social and economic
impacts and externalities. A table from Bishop and
Grayling (2003) has been utilised to form a template to
summarise the range of the sustainability impacts of
aviation through the examination of a wide range of
sources (Table 1). However impacts such as the
opportunity costs from the full use of resources used are
not covered.
Some of these impacts have been recognised by the
traditional main airlines, such as British Airways
(BA), which are taking action by introducing
sustainability management programmes and reporting
(BA, 2002). This can partly be seen as a response to the
growing pressure for Corporate Social Responsibility to
ensure companies address their overall impacts and
recognise the needs of their stakeholders.
The debate over the impacts of aviation has also

2015

2020

2025

2030

been continuing within a regulatory/legislative arena
both at the European level, for example the Transport
White Paper (CEC, 2001), and within the UK. This
has been most recently advanced through the Air
Transport Consultation, regarding the ‘Future of
Aviation’ (DETR, 2000) and the subsequent White
Paper (DfT, 2003). The White Paper process sought to
address the forecasted, and much criticised (Bishop &
Grayling, 2003; Sewill, 2003), increase from 181 million
passengers per annum in 2000 to 501 mppa in 2030
(Figure 1) and the subsequent capacity requirements to
meet this demand (DfT, 2002).
The consultation had the effect of further igniting
the whole debate regarding the future and the effects
of aviation among stakeholders, many of whom have
argued to increase the sustainability of aviation. These
range from using economic instruments to reduce
demand, to advocating the development of HighSpeed Rail to promote modal substitution, which may
impact negatively on the industry and thus be
perceived as risks (Bishop & Grayling, 2003; SDC,
2002; Whitelegg, 2003; RCEP, 2002).
The drivers of demand – the role of the low cost
airlines
A key factor highlighted within the consultation of
the drivers of this increase in demand is the
development of the LCAs. In 2000 the Department of
the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR)
stated ‘Growth rates have been heavily influenced by
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the expansion of the low cost carriers… forecasts show
access to travel within the leisure market because of
exceptionally rapid growth in this sector between 1998
low prices. However, Bishop and Grayling (2003) have
and 2005 of 15% a year on average’ (DETR, 2000:19).
cautioned against this assumption; instead the same
However, only two years later the Department for
people may be travelling more frequently.
Transport (DfT) recognised that their competitive
The absence of commentary on sustainability
growth on the short-haul market had been
impacts and issues associated with LCAs is surprising
underestimated and stated the LCAs ‘… have
given the wider debate on the sustainability of
contributed a larger stimulus to the UK aviation
aviation. Significant commentary is still absent from
market than we thought likely’ (DfT, 2002:35).
the most recent publications, for example Upham et al.,
Literature review
(2003), and it is perhaps even more surprising that
there is little substantial commentary from
The development of the LCA sector within Europe
environmental NGOs and other organisations
has been extensively researched, from which two
specifically on the LCAs.
critical elements can be cited. The first is the American
influence on European LCAs. The birthplace and
While the literature does discuss in detail a range
development of LCAs within the United States was a
of business issues, for example marketing (Gilbert et al.,
result of deregulation in 1978 and the prime example is
2001) and the style of management (Rae, 2001), a clear
Southwest Airlines (Gilbert et al., 2001; Lawton, 2002;
omission can be found in the examination of the future,
Singh & Catlin, 2003;). In 2002 Southwest carried 63
as no sustainability issues and impacts are referred to
million passengers, between 58 cities, using 355 aircraft, as potential risks (Barrett, 1999; Kangis & O’Reilly,
and has made a profit for the last 30 years (Southwest
2003; Lawton 2002). The question of the future viability
Airlines, 2003). Other airlines have therefore looked
of the sector has more recently come under increasing
towards Southwest as the model for their businesses,
inspection from business commentary (Johnson, 2002;
the first example in Europe being Ryanair (Gilbert et
Marketing Week, 2002; Rogers, 2003; The Economist,
al., 2001; Lawton, 2002; Rogers 2003). Secondly, the
2003a) and there is still considerable difference among
removal or reduction of the barriers to entry for new
commentators (Binggelli & Pompeo, 2003; Singh &
airlines resulted from European liberalisation and
Catlin, 2003). This further highlights the absence of
deregulation, completed in 1997 by the implementation
this research recognised by Pender & Baum (2000:435):
of the ‘Third Aviation Package’ (Kangis & O’Reilly,
‘There is a need for further research into the operation
2003; Lawton 2002; Pender & Baum, 2000). However,
of low cost carriers in the European context before a
because of the fast moving nature of the industry, there
clear picture for success in the longer term is likely to
is a dearth of academic commentary regarding its most
emerge’.
recent rapid growth, for example on the impact of the
Methodology
relatively new entrants (e.g. Flybe), and the plans of
The aim of this research was:
the future entrant airlines.
‘To complete a sustainability risk analysis of the
The literature highlights numerous impacts of the
low cost airline sector, by analysing the business
development of the LCA sector. The two main examples
model on which the main companies are founded’.
cited are firstly the impacts on competitors such as
In order to achieve this aim a number of core
incumbent carriers, for example BA (Gilbert et al., 2001;
objectives
were set:
Lawton, 2002; Pender & Baum, 2000), charter carriers
(1) Define the concept of ‘sustainable business’ (both
(Lawton, 2002), and other forms of transport, such as
the long-term viability of the business and in the
sea ferries (Pender & Baum, 2000). Secondly, the
wider sense of sustainability);
increase in demand for aviation from the growth of
existing markets and critically the development of new (2) Identify and understand the current business models
markets for operated routes is a feature of the LCA
of the low cost airlines sector;
business (Binggelli & Pompeo, 2002; Gilbert et al., 2001; (3) Analyse the business model from a sustainability
Lawton, 2002). This is reflected in easyJet and Ryanair
perspective and account for the environmental/
together carrying a total of 3.9 million passengers in
sustainability consequences of the models; and
July 2003 alone (easyJet, 2003a; Ryanair, 2003). As a
(4) Identify the threats to, and the weaknesses of, the
consequence further impacts have been highlighted at
business model, thereby highlighting any risks to
the predominately regional airports in which they
the viability of the sector.
operate (Humphreys & Francis, 2002). Also recognised
Initially an extensive scoping exercise was
only by a few commentators is the impact of the growth
undertaken both to inform and focus the research,
in leisure passengers altering the tourism market, with
primarily concentrating on previous academic research,
increasing numbers of city breaks (Pender & Baum,
grey literature, and news items. The latter were
2000). The LCA sector could be assumed to increase
particularly important as the LCA sector is a very fast-
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Figure 2a. The customer journey airline business model illustrating the business elements of the
airlines
BUSINESS FACTORS

CUSTOMER DECISIONS

Customer awareness of airline – destinations & cost
• Marketing – location, method & cost
• Pricing activity – sales/special offers

CUSTOMER JOURNEY STAGE
Decision to travel

Reason?
Business or Leisure

Demographics
of customer?

Reason for leisure travel
• Specific destination?
• Non-fixed destination but desire to travel?
• Decision prompted by ticket price?
• Awareness of airline – brand perception. Marketing
• Method of ticket sales:
–Direct to customer (e.g. internet)
–Indirect (e.g. travel agent
• Type of ticket – paper or reference no.
• Ticket pricing
–Fixed price
–Dynamic pricing (complexity of software)

Choice of Airline and ticket purchase
Source of information?

Separate or Joint decision
(1) choice of airline, or
(2) ticket price deciding airline
(other factors, e.g. airport)

Where ticket purchased?
e.g. travel agent/
internet/ telephone
What is the ticket? e.g.
paper or reference no.
Cost:
• fixed/dynamic pricing
• time before booking
• offer price
Choice in the type of
ticket? e.g. first/ business/
economy plus/ economy

Any business arrangements with travel companies?

Travel to airport
Distance from home?

Airport
• Location:
–Distance from destination/city
• Cost of use
–Takeoff/landing/parking fees
–Any payment/discounts to the airline itself for use
• Capacity issue:
–No. of available takeoff & landing slots
• Seating
–Allocated
–Different types
• No. of staff available for check-in & assistance
• Potential use of executive lounges

Travel mode used? e.g. car/
train/ bus/coach/ aeroplane

Arrival at airport & location of Check-in desk
Special provisions?
e.g. customers with
special needs

Check-in
What documents required?
ticket or reference no.
Baggage allowance?
Length of time
before departure
Continued overleaf

moving business arena and the need for primary
qualitative data has been recognised by previous
studies; for example Gilbert et al., (2001:304) argue
‘… the inherent nature of the industry can often make
secondary data redundant’. From the scoping exercise it
was decided to focus the risk analysis on the LCA
business model, of which a different conceptualisation

was then developed.
SWOT Analysis of business models
To facilitate the analysis of the LCA business
models, the technique of a SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis was
employed, as this can highlight the current strengths
and weaknesses of the model itself, and indicate any
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Figure 2b. The customer journey airline business model illustrating the business elements of the
airlines (continued)
BUSINESS FACTORS

CUSTOMER DECISIONS

Aircraft turnaround time (link to utilisation rate)
• Unloading/ loading baggage
• Waste disposal
• Refreshments
• Cleaning
• Crew change?
• Maintenance
• Allocated seating
• Airport facilities
–How to move
passengers to aircraft:
bus, airbridge,
passengers walking
• Traffic control cost
• On board
–sale of goods
–refreshment provision
Choice of airport factors
• Aircraft turnaround time
• Use of airport facilities

Length of time
before having to be
at departure gate

How to get to
the aircraft?

Aircraft
• Cost
• Manufacturer – how
many models/ how many
types of manufactures
in fleet – influence on
maintenance costs
• Model – size,
configuration (e.g. no of
seats)
• No of crew utilised
• Safety record

CUSTOMER JOURNEY STAGE
Time spent in
airport to arrival
at departure gate

Potential activities
in the terminal
• Shopping
• Eating & drinking

Boarding &
take off

Allocated seat?

Flight
Refreshment
provision

Type of seating provision?
• Class difference
• Space between seating
Landing & disembarking

Customer services
• Lost/ damaged baggage assistance
• Customer service provision per passenger

Baggage collection
Reliability?

Revenue from ancillary purchases in
airport (or previously from website)

Time spent in airport before
leaving for destination
Any ancillary purchases?
Travel method to
destination – e.g. car
hire, coach/bus, rail
Accomodation

Any arrangements with travel companies?

Shopping &/or
eating & drinking

Travel to destination
Distance?

potential external factors that may prove to be an
opportunity or threat. Although this analytical tool
can be viewed as both simplistic and subjective,
precaution has been taken in its application in the
initial analysis by the utilisation of a wide range of
sources, with the analysis subsequently tested and
expanded by stakeholder engagement.
Stakeholder Engagement
The SWOT analysis was followed by in-depth,
semi-structured, face-to-face interviews to obtain the
required qualitative data to gain a substantive insight
into conducting a risk analysis rather than using
quantitative methods. A representative selection of
relevant stakeholder groups were identified including
those the LCAs are potentially impacting upon, for
example the traditional full-fare scheduled airlines

Travel mode used?

and the charter carriers. Also, other organisations
which have a vested interest in the sector, for example
airports utilised by LCAs, and city aviation analysts
who are important for investment were selected. Senior
representatives were identified and contacted within
each of the selected organisations to ensure that the
interviewees would have a strategic perspective of the
issues, with a high conversion rate to interview.
Consistent extensive effort throughout the research
period resulted in only a small number of the desired
stakeholder organisations not agreeing to be
interviewed.
A semi-structured interview format was employed
and open questions asked to elicit the perceptions and
views of the interviewee, which was critical for this
work. It should be noted that while many of the
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interviewees were happy to answer all questions they
purchase’. The majority of LCAs have discontinued
requested an element of confidentiality, and therefore
the need for travel agents, reducing the number of
interviewee responses, where necessary, have been
staff in call-centres by encouraging customers to buy
anonymised. A total of 15 interviews were completed,
online with cheaper prices, and not providing paper
the majority at the interviewee’s workplace. In
tickets to reduce costs (Pender & Baum, 2000). The
addition, supplementary research was completed
consequence is Ryanair selling 94% of tickets online
through conferences, airport visits and a tour of Luton
in 2002 (Ryanair, 2003);
airport, and attending a Parliamentary Environmental
• Airport LCAs operate out of secondary, or even
Audit Committee meeting on ‘Sustainable Aviation’
tertiary, airports that have lower fees (or even
(July 2003).
offer incentives to the airlines), and are not
congested or capacity restrained in comparison to
The LCA business model & sustainability impacts
primary airports, but due to their nature tend to be
Customer journey conceptualisation of the airline
further away from the city. This means customers
business model
have to consider carefully their decision on how
A critical element in assessing the sustainability of
they travel between the airport and their final
the LCA business is to understand fully how the
destination;
business functions, which can be achieved by analysing
• Turnaround Time One of the key business model
the business model. Undertaking an analysis from a
elements is the time the aircraft takes from landing
traditional perspective of the four main organisational
until it takes-off for another journey. In comparison
functions: finance, marketing, operations and personnel
with the main carriers the LCAs make decisions
(Johnson, 1998), does not allow the examination of the
throughout the customer journey, both before
details of the business operations, which is critical in
boarding and on the aircraft, to ensure that this is as
the context of this risk analysis. Therefore to promote
efficient and fast as possible. The time saved allows
the examination of how the business model of the
the aircraft’s time on the ground to be minimised to
airline works, the areas of differentiation of the sector
around only 25 minutes (Lawton, 2002; Piga et al.,
as a whole, and between the LCAs, a new analytical
2001; Pender & Baum, 2000). The importance of the
perspective of the model was developed. It has been
turnaround time was a theme from the stakeholders
conceptualised through the journey of an external
as an airport representative stated ‘the LCAs do not
customer deciding to travel on a generic airline over the
do anything to compromise this part of the business’;
twelve main stages in which the airline has to make
• Aircraft The choice of the aircraft may be the same
decisions on how the business will function and operate
between the traditional and LCAs, but the
(see Figures 2a & 2b). These are then intrinsically
configuration and the fleet make-up are where the
linked directly or indirectly to the customer, by
key differences lie. As the LCAs have no difference
requiring them to make decisions at each stage. For
in the class of their seating they attempt to fit as
example the decision of the customer to travel on the
many seats in their planes as possible, thus
airline may be directly influenced by the price of the
increasing the potential revenue per passenger
ticket, whereas the airport from which the business
kilometre flown (RPK). For example an airport
decides to operate will indirectly influence the
representative stated that easyJet removed one
customer as to the length of their journey and the mode
toilet on its Boeing 737 (which he described as the
of surface access transportation used. It should be noted
‘workhorse’ of the LCAs) to add in an extra seat.
that the relationship between the business and
Furthermore, LCAs have tended to rely on just one
customer decisions is not linear as the customer may
aircraftmanufacturer for the make-up of their fleets
influence the business decisions taken by the airline in
to reduce maintenance and crew training costs;
relation to how it operates. An obvious example is the
elasticity of demand on the pricing range of the tickets, • Employment The LCAs make further cost savings by
reducing the number of staff they employ in
which is set by the airline. These factors can also
comparison with the main airlines, both for checkhighlight examples of the key elements of the LCA
in and assistance, and aircraft crew (Lawton, 2002;
business model, which aim to reduce operating costs
Pender & Baum, 2000); and
allowing the tickets to be sold at a lower price to the
customer by comparison with the traditional full-fare
• Ancillary Revenue The LCAs generate ancillary
airlines:
revenue via the internet from other associated
travel businesses that use their sites with the LCAs
• Ticket An analyst commented during interview
receiving a percentage of the sales. An industry
‘LCAs have removed a whole layer of needless
analyst described this as ‘A 24 hour buffet concept
sophistication’, by selling tickets predominately
where the customer can pick-up what they want
through the internet, which one charter airline
from cars to hotel bookings.’
representative commented ‘is the perfect e-business
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Figure 3. An example of the dynamic pricing model of the LCAs (London Stansted to Barcelona)
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It should also be noted that some customer
considerations may not be decisions, but are factors
which may influence their perception of the airline
brand, and their decision to travel with them. For
example these may include reliability, punctuality
and safety records. Also two key features of the
airlines that directly influence the decision of the
customers to travel at the start of the customer journey
require particular attention:
• Direct Marketing and Brand The cost of the LCAs is
both synonymous with the name of the sector and
the brand. To promote the airline brand and drive
awareness among potential customers the LCAs
spend a significant amount on direct marketing
advertising the price of fares, and therefore
attempting to increase the propensity to travel. For
example easyJet’s summer 2003 campaign was
headed by the question ‘Why are you here?’ thus
raising questions for the customer at the first stage
of the journey model; and
• Dynamic Pricing This is the essential element to
yield management, i.e. the amount of revenue, or
yield, which is obtained per aircraft per rotation
(journey). This is the mechanism that enables the
LCAs to remain profitable and differentiates them
from the traditional fixed pricing structures of the

2 months

3 months

Ryanair

easyJet

main airlines. It works by increasing the price of the
seats incrementally as they are sold, with only a
small percentage of the first few seats on a flight
sold for the lowest amount, usually the price
advertised (Piga et al., 2001). In a similar analysis
Lawton (2002) found the prices of a ticket with
Ryanair and easyJet from London to Barcelona
increase by 700% and 621% respectively from 3
months to 1 day before departure (August–November
2003 prices), as shown in Figure 3.
Therefore, the propensity of customers to travel is
promoted within the customer journey model at the
first stage of the decision to travel by a combination of
marketing and pricing activity. People either travel
for business or leisure; it is in relation to the latter that
the impact of the LCAs can be seen most clearly. It is
possible to theorise that people travel for leisure due
to three reasons, as illustrated in Table 2.
The first reason to travel is when people wish to get
to a specific destination, for example as a tourist or to
Table 2. The three reasons for leisure travel
(1) To a specific destination
(2) Non-fixed destination but has the desire to travel
(3) Decision promoted by the ticket price
Source: Figure 2, Customer Journey Model (above)
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Figure 4. Interviewees perspective of the main impacts of the development of the LCA sector
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visit friends or relatives and may look to an LCA to
fulfil these needs. However it is the second and third
suggested reasons to travel in which the LCAs have
the greatest impact. A person may have the desire to
travel, for example to go away for a weekend, but the
choice of destination may be strongly influenced by the
cost of a flight with an LCA. Thirdly, and perhaps
more significantly, the customer being directly
influenced to travel due to the low cost of the fare with
an LCA to a destination, even though they might not
have intended to travel at all before seeing the
advertisement. Therefore the choice of the airline may
be directly dependent on the ticket prices, rather than
the customer choosing the airline first. Even though
these theories cannot be verified by specific academic
research it is broadly supported within the current
literature (Lawton, 2002), with the observed effect of
the LCAs to increase the market and demand
(propensity) for travel on the routes they operate.
The impacts of the LCAs
The travel market highlights one of the main
impacts of the LCAs, which was recognised by 100% of
stakeholders when assessing their awareness of the
sectors’ development, which was described as
‘phenomenal’ and ‘pronounced’. The impacts of the
LCA business model are relevant, as they indirectly
highlight potential risks to the sector through

measures taken to mitigate against any negative
impacts. A variety of views were given and the
collation of the main views is represented in Figure 4
with an indication of the number of interviewees
recognising that particular impact.
The stakeholders’ views, of a stimulated new travel
market focused on price with more people now
travelling, agrees with the research that has been
outlined previously (CAA, 1998; Lawton, 2002). This is
emphasised by a representative of a main airline
stating the LCAs have ‘… broadened accessibility to a
wide range of customers’. The consensus among the
interviewees is that this has been realised through the
growth of shorter trips throughout the year, for
example weekend breaks. This growth has also had an
impact on tourism with new routes to destinations
where travel was previously very difficult. One
airline representative stated that new destinations
have been ‘created’. An industry analyst implied
‘… Charleroi [near Brussels] is now a de-facto airport’,
as ‘most people will fly anywhere for £10, as people
like a change.’ Ryanair has been cited as a main driver
of new market creation, as an industry commentator
defined it as ‘purely a demand creator’.
The increased market for leisure travel has also
resulted in changes in the expectations of customers
according to a number of interviewees. A holiday
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Figure 5a. The customer journey airline business model illustrating the sustainability impacts of the
airlines
SUSTAINABILITY IMPACTS

CUSTOMER DECISIONS

Customer opportunity for
• Tourism (leisure)
• Visiting friends & relatives (leisure)
• Business
• Influence of propensity to travel

CUSTOMER JOURNEY STAGE
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Demographics
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Reason for leisure travel
• Specific destination?
• Non-fixed destination but desire to travel?
• Decision prompted by ticket price?
• Method of ticket sales:
–Direct to customer (e.g. internet)
–Indirect (e.g. travel agent
• Type of ticket – paper or reference no.
• Price of ticket

Choice of Airline and ticket purchase
Source of information?

Separate or Joint decision
(1) choice of airline, or
(2) ticket price deciding airline
(other factors, e.g. airport)

Where ticket purchased?
e.g. travel agent/
internet/ telephone
What is the ticket? e.g.
paper or reference no.
Cost:
• fixed/dynamic pricing
• time before booking
• offer price
Choice in the type of
ticket? e.g. first/ business/
economy plus/ economy

Different modes utilised, e.g. personal vehicle,
train, coach/bus or aeroplane
Impacts of noise, congestion, emissions,
infrastructure development

Travel to airport
Distance from home?

Airport
• Location:
–Distance from residential areas
• Local impacts
–Air pollution
–Land contamination & groundwater pollution
–Traffic congestion
–Infrastructure provision/ urbanisation
• Land take/ habitat loss
• Capacity issue
–No. of available takeoff & landing slots
–Potential infrastructure development
No of staff available for check-in & assistance
(employment)

Travel mode used? e.g. car/
train/ bus/coach/ aeroplane

Arrival at airport & location of Check-in desk
Special provisions?
e.g. customers with
special needs

Check-in
What documents required?
ticket or reference no.
Baggage allowance?
Length of time
before departure
Continued overleaf

company representative summarised this by stating
that the ‘mentality’ of customers has changed as

people now have a higher propensity to travel to new
locations at a cheap price.
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Figure 5b. The customer journey airline business model illustrating the sustainability impacts of the
airlines (continued)
SUSTAINABILITY IMPACTS
Aircraft turnaround time
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of seats)
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impact)
(employment)
• Noise impact
• Safety record
• Potential safety implications • Fuel efficiency
• Potential health concerns
• Noise level produced
(take off & landing
Airport impacts (refer to
Figure 5a
• Aircraft turnaround time
• Use of airport facilities
• Potential congestion
Customer services
• Customer service provision per
passenger (employment)
Impact of different travel modes
utilised to the destination, e.g.
choice of car, bus/coach, rail
• Potential impact of congestion,
local air pollution, noise
• Associated infrastructure
development
Impact of travel mode to destination,
e.g. emissions, infrastructure
Impact at destination, e.g. tourism
impacts
•
emissions
•
waste
•
conservation
•
congestion

How to get to
the aircraft?

CUSTOMER JOURNEY STAGE
Time spent in
airport to arrival
at departure gate

Potential activities
in the terminal
• Shopping
• Eating & drinking

Boarding &
take off

Allocated seat?

Flight
Refreshment
provision

Type of seating provision?
• Class difference
• Space between seating

Landing & disembarking

Baggage collection
Reliability?
Time spent in airport before
leaving for destination
Any ancillary purchases?
Travel method to
destination – e.g. car
hire, coach/bus, rail
Accomodation

Shopping &/or
eating & drinking

Travel to destination
Distance?

Sustainability Impacts
It is also important to identify clearly the
sustainability impacts of the LCAs business model. A
potential lack of awareness, or the low perception of
the importance of environmental/sustainability issues
relating to the LCAs by the stakeholders was found
when merely asked to outline their opinion of the
impacts of the LCA development, as all but one of the
interviewees concentrated on business issues. Figures 5a
and 5b again use the customer journey conceptualisation

Travel mode used?

of the airline business model but now indicate the
sustainability impacts. The extensive environmental
impacts are clear from particular stages and it should
be noted that the journey is completed twice for each
return trip increasing the scale of the impacts.
With this wide range of sustainability impacts it is
perhaps extraordinary that in examining all of the 17
EU LCAs only easyJet has a clearly stated
environmental policy (easyJet, 2003b). An example of
one of the key elements of the policy is that it uses a
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Table 3a. Initial LCA business model SWOT analysis – Strengths & Weaknesses
STRENGTHS
• Popularity – numbers of customers that are using the airlines
have increased significantly
• Profitability – for example Ryanair having record profits this
year (caution with easyJet’s loss)
• The main elements of the model which allow cost reduction
thus producing the cheap flights:
– Use of uncongested airports
– Greater number of seats on planes
– Usually limited types of plane (1) to reduce maintenance and
training costs
– High impact, cheap, basic marketing and advertising

WEAKNESSES
• Dynamic pricing models; have to book significantly in
advance to obtain the cheapest tickets
• Ticket arrangements are not as flexible in comparison
with the main airlines, for example refunds and exchanges
• Less flexibility and response in terms of an operational
failure
• Reliance fast turnaround times to maximise utilisation,
therefore requiring uncongested airports
• Limit to developing the market artificially through fare
discounting? For example Ryanair not being able to give
away ‘free’ seats

– Dynamic pricing model to achieve threshold yields/break even • Reliance on the Internet for source of booking
load factors
– Ticketless system
• Having to try to avoid competition on routes
– Internet main booking system
– Free (unreserved) seating arrangements
– One-class travel

• No record of environmental/ sustainability management
(vast majority)
• Criticism over customer service and care

– No free refreshments
– Reduced loading and cleaning time
– Less crew than the traditional carriers (reduced labour costs)
– No belly freight carried
– Contracting out services
– Point to point travel
• Result – fast turnaround times and high utilisation rates
• Pricing – stimulating demand, and creating market, e.g.
leisure travel
• Previously avoided direct competition on the same routes
• Successful challenge to traditional main airlines; exploiting
weaknesses
• Competitive challenge to the chartered carriers – customers
wanting more tailored holidays
Sources: Blaza et al (2002); British Airways (1996); Caves (2003); CWT (2003); DfT (2002); Duffy (2002); Economist (2001);
Economist (2003a); Environment Daily (2003); Gilbert et al (2001); Grayling & Bishop (2003); Humphreys (2003); Janic
(2003); Johnson (2002); May (2002); Pastowski (2003); Pender & Baum (2000); Piga et al (2001); Rae (2001); RCEP (2002);
Rogers (2003); Spellar (2002, 2003); SDC (2001, 2002); Upham et al (2003); Whitelegg (2003).

new fleet with high passenger load factors and thus
minimises noise and fuel burn per passenger. However
the advantages of these elements are likely to be small
compared to the impact of its growth in operations
resulting in many more flights, for example in the
recent (2002) order of 120 new Airbus aircraft.
The lack of policies within the LCA sector is
reflected among the range of stakeholders when asked
the importance of environmental/sustainability issues.
One-third stated that they did not consider it to be
very important currently, although it was noticeable
that this did not include the traditional and chartered
airline representatives. When considering the LCAs
the sector had no awareness of the issues as one
commented ‘The issues are important, but they are not
parts of the thoughts of the LCAs’. There is one
noticeable exception that was uncovered during the

research, that of Flybe which did outline an
environmental programme in development. They were
concerned that ‘The cost of fuel may increase and the
cost of burning fuel will increase’.
In conclusion, the interviews have found a lack of
awareness of environmental issues and perception of
the impacts within the sector. Therefore the
examination of the model, the impacts of the sector,
and particularly in examining the wider issues of
sustainability may begin to highlight potential future
risks, or threats, to the sustainability of the LCA
business.
LCA SWOT analysis
Initial SWOT analysis
Table 3 illustrates the initial SWOT analysis of the
LCA business model from the scoping of secondary
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Table 3b. Initial LCA business model SWOT analysis – Opportunities & Threats
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS
• Predicted growth of air travel demand from government
consultation
• Future expansion of Southeast airports – potentially
increase in domestic flight markets to hubs
• Alternatively limit capacity at South East allowing regional
airport expansion. (Note no current regional airport strategy
– lobbying opportunity)

• Regulation/ legislation – fiscal, capacity, alternative modes
– e.g. Noise burden regulation
– Potential fiscal measures (internalising the externalities,
polluter pays policy):
– Tax – fuel, C02, water vapour, N0x
– VAT on tickets
– Emission trading scheme

• Predicted increase business traveller market coupled with
decreasing corporate travel budgets
• Market expansion through route differentiation

– EU emission charge
– Voluntary agreements
– Auctioning slots – instead of current grandfathering

• Potential of developing operating bases abroad

• No sustainability/ environmental management. e.g. no
strategic perspective on CSR issues
• Increasing awareness surrounding the reality of the
pricing – e.g. corporate travellers
• Potential of teleconferencing for business

• New entrants – differentiation against current airlines
• The larger carriers, for example Ryanair and easyJet,
taking advantage over the predicted consolidation of the
industry

• Novelty wearing off and/or potential negative media press
coverage
• Future congestion of airspace and particularly airports
(capacity limited over and on ground)
• Slot availability at airports – limit on expansion
• Potential move to bigger and more congested airports
• Increase of airport charges
• Competition from main airlines. Adoption of similar
approaches, e.g. low price but with greater service benefits
• Competition with new niche low-cost airlines (some having
different business models), and the charter carriers
• Competition with other airlines, which has been previously
not experienced, as carriers expand
• Over capacity in the market – due to increased competition
• Safety – potential effects of an accident. Risk associated
with the brand
• EU looking into airport payments from continental regional
airports
• A terrorist incident – e.g. in Europe
• Cost associated with operating more than one type of
aircraft
• Modal substitution – e.g. expansion of HSR in Europe
(Sources: as Table 3a)

material and preliminary stakeholder meetings. Even
though there are no weightings attached to any of the
individual factors, the current strong growth and
success witnessed by the sector can be inferred by the
significant number of strengths of both the features and
outcomes of the business model, and the limited number
of weaknesses.
However, the SWOT analysis also infers the
significant potential risk to the future of the business,
because of the relatively small number of opportunities
identified in comparison with the substantial number
of future threats to the business model. For example,

• How to maintain profits and performance with acquisition of
new planes

the threats include the range of potential fiscal
measures that could be introduced to address the
environmental externalities of aviation.
Stakeholder engagement & SWOT analysis
Following the initial SWOT analysis, stakeholders
were asked for their views using the same form of
analysis as represented in Table 4. It should be noted
that although the individuals expressed them in
specific ways, the areas of their comments were clearly
interpreted and analysed, and the frequency of
occurrence offers a qualitative assessment of
significance (or weighting). A number of immediate
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Table 4. SWOT analysis of the LCA business model – interviewee responses
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• Perceptions of low fares – price acting as a driver. (4) • Customer service – for example not accommodating people with
special needs, only abiding by the legal requirements. (2)
• Cost cutting – for example, ticket distribution via the • Inefficiencies through the extra rotation which can lower load
Internet removing the need for travel agents. (3)
factors (1)
• Clear marketing promoting band awareness. (3)
• Model limited in application – for example cannot be used for long
haul. (1)
• Exploiting market weakness – e.g. regional airports
and aircraft manufactures. (2)
• Operating at non-congested airports allowing high
utilisation of assets. (2)
• Yield management – for example maximising the
number of seats in aircraft. (2)
• Perception that the airlines can react quickly. (1).
• Ancillary sales, supplementing the price of seats. (1)
OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• German market potential – new battleground. (6)

• Market saturation from over capacity due to too much growth
causing a range of effects. For example, sustaining high aircraft
utilisation rates and load factors. (13)

• French and Spanish markets also identified. (2)

• Environmental issues resulting in the introduction of an
environmental economic instrument. (7)
• Reality of pricing recognised by customers for their travelling costs.
(6)
• Competition from traditional carriers. (6)

• Still room for continued growth. (1)

• Perception of safety, and the results of any accident on brand. (4)
• European denied boarding and delays compensation Directive. (4)
• Tertiary continental airports, and the issue of subsidies. (3)
• Increasing fuel prices. (3)
• Rising congestion and increased charges at airports. (2)
• Competition from within the LCA market. (2)
• The issue of customers purchasing packages of hotels and flights
as the whole package is not ATOL bonded. (2)
• Competition from the chartered market. (2)
• Recession. (1)
• Management capabilities. (1)
* The number of interviewees that expressed that opinion is provided in parentheses

observations can be made. Firstly, the lack of consensus
among the responses is surprising, only a few factors
having been identified by more than three (20%)
stakeholders, and only five factors identified by 40%
or more of interviewees. Also, in ignoring the
weightings of the responses the pattern of factors
identified reflects the proportion of factors identified
from the wider research (Table 3), illustrating that the
future is seen to be much more uncertain because of the
higher number of threats and limited number of
identified opportunities.
The current reality (Strengths & Weaknesses) of the
LCA sector
The current reality of the LCA sector has already
been clearly highlighted, with the rapid expansion of
the market for low cost travel and the continued
forecast of the growth of the airlines (e.g. DfT, 2002).

This expansion can clearly be seen in the EU as the
research identified a total of 17 airlines , which is a
significant increase on the 6 airlines identified by
Lawton (2002). Five of these LCAs already commenced
operations in 2003 and another two were due to launch.
Stakeholders perceived two particularly interesting
strengths of the business model. Firstly, the importance
of ancillary sales and, secondly (not given recognition
in the initial analysis), the success of the model in
allowing the airlines the opportunity to exploit
market weaknesses. This has been shown by regional
airports offering favourable terms and conditions to
attract the airlines, and the strong negotiating position
the airlines have had when purchasing new aircraft
from manufactures, as illustrated in Table 5.
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Table 5. Examples of recent aircraft orders within the LCA sector
LCA
easyJet

Date of Order
October 2002

Manufacturer Details
Airbus
120 A319 aircraft & options with price protection on a further 120 A319 aircraft

Ryanair

March 2003

Boeing

Flybe

April 2003

Bombardier

125 737-800 aircraft with options on a further 125 aircraft. This is an increase
of an initial order announced in 2002 for a total of 150 aircraft
17 Q400 aircraft and options on 20 more aircraft

Source: easyJet (2003a); Ryanair (2003); Flybe (2003).

The threats to the LCA business model
The identification of opportunities for growth is
limited, with stakeholders only suggesting the French,
Spanish, and mainly the German markets. By
comparison a considerable number and wide range of
threats to the business model have been identified,
both in the results of the initial analysis and range of
interviewee responses (Figure 6), which explicitly
highlight sources of risks to the LCA business model.
A number of examples of threats identified are
explored in more detail.
Market Saturation
Identified by 87% of stakeholders, is the prospect of

the market being able to sustain future expansion from
the number of new LCAs and the established LCAs’
aggressive growth strategies, as shown by the future
expansion of the aircraft fleet (Table 5). The business
model requires the maximisation of the utilisation and
load factor for each and every aircraft to generate an
economic return. Questions arise, therefore, about the
future business potential of the LCAs in stimulating the
passenger market, for example as illustrated at the
beginning of the customer journey. Consensus among the
stakeholders was that this may prove to be very
difficult, and may also lead to over capacity in the
market.

Figure 6. The stakeholder identified threats to the LCA business model
Area of threat identified
Management capabilities
Recession
Chartered airlines competition
ATOL bonding
Internal LCA sector competition
Environmental/ Sustainability issues
Airport congestion and charges
Increasing fuel prices
Continental airports subsidies
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Reality of pricing
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Table 6. Details of court action against Ryanair in respect to three airports it serves
Airport
Strasbourg

Details of Action
On the 27th August 2003 Ryanair gave one months notice that it was halting its route to Strasbourg
after a court action brought by Air France declared that the €1.4 m incentives that it was paid from the
state owned airport was illegal (BBC News, 2003b; Clark, 2003b).
Brussels Charleroi European court action against the payments that is being made for the payments being made to Ryanair
from the local chamber of commerce (Travelmole, 2003c).
Dusseldorf
It should also be noted that Ryanair had to change the branding of an airport as Dusseldorf due to it
being located 40 miles away from the city after action by a German airline. This ruling only applies in
Germany but may threaten the LCA sector if similar action is taken in the EU (Travelmole, 2003d).

Evidence of this threat has been found with easyJet
and Ryanair load factors decreasing in comparison
with previous years. For example, easyJet revealed
that in the six months to March 2003, the average fare
decreased by 10.7%, as the airline unsuccessfully
attempted to maintain high aircraft load factors
(which decreased from 85.1% to 79.2%), despite an
increase in passengers, mainly due to the acquisition of
the GO airline, (Clark, 2003a; BBC News, 2003a).
Reality of Pricing of the Business Model
40% of the stakeholders, from a wide range of
perspectives, identified a threat from the nature of the
dynamic pricing system of the business model
indicating that the low price advertised could be very
different from the price actually paid by the customer.
This was seen as a significant risk as awareness of the
pricing reality may grow among customers and lead
them to look elsewhere, which can easily be
facilitated by the internet. This may be in conjunction
with the importance of other factors of the model that
will indirectly affect the perception of price. For
example, an analyst noted ‘price elasticity is not just
dependent on ticket costs, other elements of the journey
are also important’. This is recognised by Janic (2003) as
the ‘generalised travel cost’ which, for aviation,
would be the cost of travel to and from the airport plus
the cost of the ticket. Opinion from traditional and
chartered airline representatives also identified the
potential of other disadvantages of the model being
realised, such as the secondary airports far from the
destination city and the lower quality of service.
Consumers’ perception of this could be seen over the
Easter weekend in 2003 when Ryanair advertised one
million ‘free’ seats but only managed to sell just over
50% (Rogers, 2003).
Safety
27% identified safety as a key threat to the business
and ultimately the brand. This is because consumers
may perceive the reduction of costs and the short
turnaround times as compromising the necessary safety
checks. Despite efforts from the airlines, history shows
the gravity of the safety risk to an LCA, e.g. the
failure of Valujet in the USA following an aircraft
crash (Pender & Baum, 2000). It was interesting to note

that a number of the interviewees who highlighted
this risk also stated that there would be more risk to
the LCAs than if a traditional airline, for example
BA, had an accident due to the nature of the LCA
brand.
EU regulations (non-environmental)
There are two main examples of new regulatory
action by the EU identified as a threat to the LCA
business model:
• Passenger Compensation A recent announcement by
the EU that passengers will be entitled to
significant levels of compensation if they are denied
boarding, or are delayed, or whose flight is
cancelled (Travelmole, 2003a & 2003b). A total of
27% of the interviewees agreed this is a threat, in
particular two of the three airline representatives,
one of whom made the interesting observation in
relation to risk ‘A lot of factors are out of the
airlines’ control and this is an example of one of
them’.
• Secondary Airport Subsidies An issue that has been
receiving more attention is that of the incentive
payments and discounted airport fees that Ryanair
has been receiving to agree to operate routes to
secondary airports (Clark, 2003b). It is noteworthy
that even though both analysts and two of the
airport representatives perceived this as a threat
they did not consider it an important issue. In
comparison it is not surprising that an LCA stated
they had a ‘very low opinion of it… a level playing
field is needed in the EU as there is not one at the
moment.’ This has been recognised within the EU,
with action having been taken as traditional
airlines argue it is anti-competitive, with a number
of examples illustrated in Table 6.
Environmental issues
The lack of environmental awareness by the
stakeholders was again seen when asked about the
threats to the sector, with only 13% identifying
environmental and sustainability issues. However,
because of the importance of this area in the initial
SWOT analysis the stakeholders were specifically
asked whether the introduction of an economic
instrument that may have an impact by increasing costs
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by up to 10%, would be a threat to the sector. 47% of
other through their advertisements. A more interesting
interviewees did then identify the issue as a threat,
development that has not been recognised in the
with a traditional airline representative commenting
literature or among the stakeholders is the threat to
‘It will be more of a threat to the LCAs as the fuel costs
the established LCAs by new entrant airlines. For
are a higher proportion of their operating costs’. This
example Flybe is an example of a traditional airline
comment reflects the nature of the LCA business model,
that relaunched itself as a new entrant to the LCA
which has slashed costs in all possible areas, but the
market in August 2002. In comparison, Now-airlines
price of fuel is another factor that is beyond their
was an LCA that intended to launch in October 2003. It
control. However, the remaining interviewees said it
branded itself as a ‘second generation LCA’, because of
would have the same effects across the industry and not the significant differentiation from the generic LCA
especially disadvantage the LCAs. This infers that
model, most importantly via a fixed pricing system
there is elasticity in the demand for the LCAs, but it
that would work in total contrast to the dynamic
may have more effect than reflected in the perception
pricing system, with every seat on a given flight sold
of the stakeholders as both Ryanair and easyJet have
at the same price. However, the airline failed to
had to lower their average fares to maintain load
launch, despite having very advanced business plans,
factors. An economic instrument would work against
and was bankrupt in July 2004. That is not to say that
this.
alternative models may not challenge existing LCAs in
the future.
External Competition
Opinion was divided among the interviewees about
Discussion
the threat posed to the LCA business by the
What is the Future of the LCA Sector?
competitive response of both the traditional and
From the viewpoint of the majority of stakeholders
chartered airlines. However BA’s advertising now
(80%) the LCA sector will experience consolidation in
resembles the direct price-driven marketing of the
the next few years after growth on the continent,
LCAs. It ran a television advertisement during 2003
especially in Germany. This concurs with the American
highlighting the potential disadvantages of
experience of rapid expansion followed by
travelling with an LCA. In the Guardian/Observer
consolidation (Lawton, 2002) and with commentators
travel awards BA was voted by the readers the ‘Best
who argue that the European industry will be formed of
LCA’, reflecting the cheaper fares the airline is now
five airlines in the future including Ryanair and
offering (Guardian, 2003a). Furthermore, the threat of
easyJet (Johnson, 2002; Rogers, 2003). However, even
the traditional airline response is seen in other actions
though there are clear advantages of operating on a
that the airlines are taking, such as instigating court
large scale, an LCA representative cautioned ‘All of
action in Europe over secondary airports.
the growth will cause trouble for the sector in the
Modal substitution
future’. Industry representatives commented that the
This issue was not raised directly by any of the
whole industry is moving towards a ‘middle ground’
interviewees, but the threat of High Speed Rail was
when ‘People will not talk about LCAs and traditional
clearly identified in the literature regarding the future airlines’, and ‘There will be less distinction between
sustainability of aviation (Bishop & Grayling, 2003;
them’. This can already be seen with the traditional
Janic, 2003). All stakeholders were therefore asked
carriers cutting costs and adopting elements of the LCA
whether High Speed Rail is a significant threat, with
business model (e.g. reduced in-flight service), and
66% of the stakeholders considering it did have
some of the LCAs differentiating their model to offer
potential. One charter airline representative had a
main airports (easyJet) and higher quality service
strategic viewpoint that ‘High Speed Rail should be
(Flybe).
targeted at readily substitutable flights by taxing
The predicted trend of consolidation has to be
these routes higher and therefore hitting them
questioned as no source predicted the growth in the
disproportionately’. This would seem very unlikely to
number of airlines in recent years despite the
occur but does reflect an understanding of the
acquisitions and loss of Buzz and GO. For example, the
sustainability arguments and was reflected in
research identified five airlines commencing
Eurostar’s submission to the UK Government’s airport
operations in 2003, and therefore the question is
consultation (Eurostar, 2003).
whether this trend will continue, particularly with
Internal LCA sector competition: the example of
the potential openings of new markets from 2004 with
the new entrant airlines
EU expansion. In addition, to provide an update
subsequent research has found that this trend continued
The final threat is that of competition within the
in 2004 with at least another six LCA's commencing
LCA sector itself, which surprisingly only both of the
operations. Therefore this raises the question of
LCA interviewees identified. A recent development is
whether this trend can be sustained or whether the
that easyJet and Ryanair have been targeting each
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predicted consolidation of the sector will occur?
Table 7. Some examples of the application of the
When examining the future two-thirds of the
LCA business model outside the USA & Europe
stakeholders considered that the LCA business model
Airlines
Country
could not be extended to long haul; some elements of the
Virgin Blue
Australia
model are not applicable (e.g. short turnaround times
Air
Asia
Malaysia
and rotations), and there are external factors beyond
the control of the model (such as bilateral agreements
Air Mekong
Cambodia
and a different economic demand curve for long haul).
Air New Zealand
New Zealand
Be that as it may, some believed that an operator
Air Do and Skymark
Japan
would try, with a potential route suggested by two
Air Arabia
United Arab Emirates
stakeholders being London Stansted to Baltimore. By
Air Paradise
Bali
contrast, the application of the short haul LCA model
Source: Economist (2003b); Lawton & Solomko (2003)
is becoming established worldwide (Table 7),
facilitating an increase in the number of passenger
short haul flights to assist modal substitution.
journeys for short haul aviation.
The threat of a lack of strategic awareness is of
Wider Risk Analysis
major importance for the larger airlines, easyJet and
The interviews of the key stakeholders have
Ryanair. It seems unrealistic that they can concentrate
indirectly allowed the identification of another
solely on expansion while ignoring the impacts of their
critical risk to the business: the lack of strategic
businesses. Management of governance, for example
management perspective within the LCA sector. A
management of their stakeholder relationships at all
significant example of this is the missed opportunity
levels, will be critical in future. However, this is
for the LCAs in the UK Air Transport Consultation, as
currently not occurring, as shown by their response to
there was no evidence of any real participation or
the European Directive regarding passenger
submission to the consultation process. A strategic
compensation (Travelmole, 2003a). As a traditional
perception would have been to lobby against the
airline representative stated, ‘The LCAs did not see it
expansion of the main airports, instead focusing on the
coming’. Corporate Social Responsibility, was also
advantages of using existing capacity, and siting future
mentioned by a third of the interviewees as being more
developments at regional airports. This would have
important in the future, particularly from an
given the LCAs a competitive advantage at these
investment perspective, as this will force the airlines
airports through their established presence and would
to address these issues, for example in identifying their
have allowed these airlines to emphasise the
environmental liabilities.
sustainability of their operations by not requiring
The potential ‘Sustainability Argument’ supporting
immediate infrastructure development.
the LCAs
The LCA sector clearly has a lack of perception of
Lack of strategic management is also shown by the
sustainability issues. A traditional airline
airlines failing to include the sustainability arguments
representative remarked ‘They ride roughshod over
in support of their operations. The majority of LCAs do
the environmental agenda’. However the research has
not have any sustainability or environmental policies
shown that by not addressing the wider aspects of
but it is important to consider any potential developing
sustainability, as with the identified impacts of the
threats from ignoring these issues. A BA representative
business model, this may translate into threats
argued the LCAs could be considered from a ‘triple
potentially affecting business viability. This again
bottom-line perspective’ as, ‘Economically they bring
shows the lack of strategic perspective in the sector, as
economic benefit to areas, socially they provide access
a chartered airline representative commented ‘They
to low income travellers, and environmentally, if
(the LCAs) have never had it so good as now. But
pressed, the argument can be made they do use less
greater demand for the same resources and regulatory
congested airports’. However these arguments can
pressure for more environmental protection will affect
clearly be deconstructed (e.g. see Whitelegg, 2003).
them’. However, it is apparent from the stakeholder
interviews that the Government does not have any
Conclusions
specific views on the LCA sector. The traditional
A number of important conclusions can be drawn from
airlines perspective was that by ignoring these issues
the sustainability risk analysis of the LCA sector:
the LCAs may cause governments and regulators to
• Extensive range of risks A significant number of
impose measures on the whole aviation industry.
threats to the LCA sector have been identified.
Realistically, no measures could be taken directly
These range from direct business factors, such as
against the LCAs alone, as this would be seen as antipotential market saturation leading to increasing
competitive, but measures could be taken regarding
competition among the airlines, to the potential
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liability of the brand in relation to safety.
no sense of a consistent strategic viewpoint on these
However, the risk also includes a range of
issues across the industry or even evidence of strategic
sustainability issues, such as the potential
thinking in general business considerations. For
introduction of an environmental economic
example, both BA and Virgin stated that the impact of
instrument which will increase the cost base of the
the LCAs was not foreseen, but this is extraordinary
LCAs. The analysis also serves to demonstrate that
because of the earlier origins of the LCA business model
sustainability and business risks are inherently
in the USA and the effects it had on the traditional US
interlinked.
carriers.
• The differentiation of LCA business models and
Due to the wide range of risks to the LCA sector, and
elements of risk The customer journey airline
which may also be relevant for short-haul aviation in
business model has demonstrated the key areas of
general, the industry needs to heed the lessons and plan
differentiation between the LCAs, exposing these
strategically for the future. An example would be to
airlines to a number of different threats. For
examine the potential of substituting some short-haul
example, Ryanair has been subjected to court action
flights with High Speed Rail producing a
over the subsidies it has received from the use of
sustainability benefit and strategically allowing more
tertiary continental airports, whereas easyJet has
valuable airport capacity for profitable long-haul
decided to operate two different manufacturers’
flights, for which there is no viable alternative. In
aircraft increasing its potential cost base.
terms of sustainable production and consumption the
airlines should take the view that they are in the
• Importance of sustainability analysis The range of
business of providing a service of ‘moving people’ and
sustainability threats identified in the SWOT
therefore giving people a choice of transport mode.
analysis, primarily resulting from the sector’s wide
This may be seen as radical, especially when a
range of impacts demonstrated by the customer
company such as Virgin, whose brand is associated
journey, provides justification for completing the
with innovation, has not taken a strategic perspective
risk analysis from the viewpoint of a sustainable
on the issue despite operating both air and rail
business.
services. However the challenge is for a visionary
• Future Opportunities These seem to be limited to
operator to attempt to address these issues with a
current expansion within the main markets of the
sound business approach.
EU, e.g. Germany. The LCAs are likely to remain a
There is, therefore, also considerable scope for
short-haul operation due to the prerequisites of the
future
research in the LCA sector, e.g. into the elements
business model. New entrants will increase internal
of
the
customer
journey and key decision points,
competition and possibly lead to direct competition
sustainable business models, opportunities for
on some routes. In attempting to compete, new
diversification of transport modes, and sustainability
business models may be adopted.
risk assessment methodology itself. The influence of
It is clear from this study that there are a large
the LCA sector is clearly here to stay, even if
number of significant threats to the business model and
individual airlines fall by the wayside as competition
wide ranging negative sustainability impacts. This
in the European LCA market matures.
results in the airlines having a high risk exposure.
Even though a detailed analysis has not yet been
performed on all of the threats, the research suggests
that the low cost airlines are founded on a business
model which is not ‘sustainable’ in the long-term,
either in business terms or in the wider sense of
sustainability (i.e. the economic, social and
environmental factors).
Strategic Management Challenge
This research has also provided an examination of
the strategic attitudes of the aviation industry. The
interviewees were drawn from a wide spectrum of
organisations as representative examples of the
industry, and as they held senior positions should have
been able to take a strategic view. However, the
majority of stakeholders either had a lack of
perception of sustainability issues, or a lack of joinedup thinking between the awareness of the issues and
their potential business impacts. In addition, there was
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Abstract
values today or in the future’ (WBCSD, 2001). This
definition emphasises the social aspects of mobility.
Mobility is among the most characteristic features
However, when related to whether the transportation
of developed and developing societies. By its use of
systems on which societies depend can continue to meet
resources and its direct and indirect effects on the
future mobility needs, the term ‘sustainable mobility’
economy, environment and social lifestyle, it lies along
is used to reflect our concerns.
the fault-lines of unsustainability and inequality. The
concept of ‘sustainable mobility’ can offer a framework
The challenge of making mobility sustainable
for redressing a balance of the needs of societies. The
depends on an integrated approach. Such an approach
paper illustrates this concept, and it focuses on
combines together four objectives in particular:
introducing a sustainable mobility plan for Greater
(1) individual behavioural;
Beirut.
(2) mobility management;
Keywords
(3) building institutions; and
Sustainable mobility, mobility indicators, land use
(4) introduction of new technologies.
planning, Beirut
This approach is not easy to achieve. At the same
time difficulties in combining these objectives should
Sustainable mobility: the concept & its measurable
not lead to the conclusion that mobility cannot be made
indicators
sustainable. Mobility practices towards sustainability
Sustainable mobility, one of the many topics
are nowadays applied and of great effect in many
enrolled in the sustainability agenda, is a challenge
metropolitan areas such as Singapore, Curitiba and
common to sustainability questions nowadays.
Different thinking of scientists, politicians, economists, Zurich.
Mobility is usually evaluated using indicators that
environmentalists and community representatives have
measure
various economic, environmental and social
very different ideas about what policies will make a
impacts.
A basic point of departure for the
mobility system economically, environmentally and
development of sustainable indicators is the
socially more sustainable.
understanding of the phenomenon being measured.
The World Business Council for Sustainable
Mobility indicators can serve many purposes. They
Development defines ‘sustainable mobility’ as ‘the
ability to meet the needs of society to move freely, gain should provide trend information from which
access, communicate, trade, and establish relationships transportation policy and investment decisions are
made. They can provide the public with a sense of
without sacrificing other essential human or ecological
whether a system’s performance is improving or getting
worse. They can confirm whether a vision is grounded
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hartmut H. Topp
in reality and addresses the major challenges to
Institute for Mobility & Transport, TU Kaiserslautern
achieving sustainability.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Aly Hassan
Sustainable indicators of mobility are indicators of
Transportation Department, Faculty of Engineering,
variability in land use, travel times and costs. Table 1
Alexandria University, Alexandria, Egypt
The Republic of Lebanon is an Arab state in the Middle East. It is mountainous, bounded on the north and east by Syria, on
the west by the Mediterranean and on the south by Israel. The country has a negative political image in the West, mainly
based on various atrocities during the civil war 1975–1991. The situation was no better when parts of the country were
occupied by both Israeli and Syrian security forces. Peace returned, as did prosperity, but the assassination earlier this year
of Rafik Hariri, a former prime minister, has reinforced the negative image. Be that as it may, there is another side to Lebanon.
Having been the homeland of the ancient Phoenicians, it became part of Turkey´s Ottoman Empire in the 16th century. At the
end of the First World War when the Ottoman Empire was dissolved, Lebanon emerged as a French mandate and gained full
independence in 1944. Part of France's legacy was a country with a European outlook and culture; indeed, Beirut was
described as the Paris of the Middle East.
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Table 1. Sustainable Measurable Indicators for Mobility
Objectives
Measurable Indicators

More is better

Citizen security & Crime
prevention
Citizen health & safety

Degree of which cultural & historic values are reflected &
presented in transport planning decisions
Portion of population subjected to robbery, assault, etc.
when using public transport modes
Portion of population that regularly walk & cycle

Data Available
for Metropolitan
Beirut
a

Less is better

a

More is better

a

Citizen involvement

Public involvement in transport planning process

More is better

a

Equity for non-drivers

Quality of accessibility & transport services for non-drivers

More is better

a

Equity for disabilities

Quality of transport facilities & services for people with
disabilities
Degree of which the transport policies help in providing a
system that can be used by low-income people
Degree of which the transport policies help in providing a
system that can attract the car drivers

More is better

a

More is better

a

More is better

a

Portion of travel made by walking, cycling & public transport
versus private transport
Average level of service on the road network

More is better a: non-motorised
c: motorised
Less is better
b
Less is better

b

Number of vehicles

Average trip length for daily trips in kilometres or measured
as trips per person per day
Estimated number of vehicles operated in peak hour

Less is better

c

Traffic speed

Average traffic speed in roads measured in kilometre per hour More is better

c

Congestion delay

Per capita average traffic congestion delay

Less is better

b

Commute access

Average commute travel time

Less is better

c

Average number of basic services within walking distance
from homes, market, etc.
Rate of return to private
Degree of which transport institutions reflect least-cost
business
planning & investment practices
Revenues & expenditures Per capita expenditure on roads, traffic services & parking
facilities
Travel costs
Portion of household expenditures devoted to transport

More is better

a

More is better

a

Less is better

c

Less is better

a

Safety

Per capita fatalities & serious injuries from transport

Less is better

b

Climate change emissions Per capita fossil fuel consumption & CO2 emissions

Less is better

c

Conventional emissions

Less is better

c

Less is better

c

Less is better

a

Non-renewable resource consumption in the production & use Less is better
of vehicles & transport facilities

a

Social
Cultural preservation

Equity for low-income
people
Equity for drivers

Direction of
Application

Economic
Modal split
Roadway services
Mobility level

Land-use access

Environment

Transport-related noise

Per capita emissions of air pollutants (CO, VOC, NOx,
particulates, etc.)
Portion of population exposed to high levels of traffic noise

Transport-related land use Per capita land devoted to transportation facilities
Transport-related
resource use

Notes: The Table presents an own concept based on Litman (2003)
a = limited, may require special data collection;
b = often available but not standardised;
c = usually available in standardised form

presents the objectives of sustainable mobility and its
indicators with their direction of application in order
to improve the related type of measurements. The table
also ranks the data available for metropolitan Beirut,
as an example.
The indicators for metropolitan Beirut are
disaggregated by the following factors:

•
•
•
•
•

demographic (income, employment, gender, age);
geographic (urban, rural)
time (peak and off-peak, day and night)
mode (public transport, private transport); and
trip (commercial, commuting, shopping).
Although some indicators require data that may be
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Figure 1. A sustainable planning process for the Greater Beirut area
Reduction of
travel demand

Saving
traffic

• Planning of compact residential areas along
transportation developing axes
• Multifunctional land use planning
• Balance the traffic with the available traffic area

Modal shift to
environmentally
more friendly
transport modes

Shifting
traffic

•
•
•
•

Improve the existing bus network
Plan a rail integrated network
Pedestrian and cycling zones
Restrictions on private transport

Optimisation of
traffic at moderate
speeds on the
road network

Smoothing
traffic

•
•
•
•

Introduce traffic control measures on main roads
Improve the accessibility in city centres
Traffic calming in residential areas
Restrictions on private transport

Which mobility do
we need?

Sustainable
mobility

• Education, media, etc. campaign
• Institutional observations
• Implementation barriers

Note : the Figure presents an own concept based on Topp (1995)

difficult to obtain or evaluate, special consideration
(such as access to medical services and education, and
the mobility of unemployed and physically disabled
people) should not be ignored.
A plan towards sustaining mobility in metropolitan
Beirut
The mobility problem
Motorisation, due to rapid economic growth, is
occurring so quickly in metropolitan areas of developing
countries that it is causing social, economic and
environmental imbalances and inequities. On the one
hand, traffic congestion is already uncontrollable. On
the other, the growth in the geographic spread of
urban areas is undermining the ability of public
transport systems to provide the services on which most
of the citizens rely to fulfil their mobility needs.
As a result, transport-related carbon dioxide
emissions are growing rapidly and will continue to rise
if present trends continue. Noise, much of it transportrelated, is at extremely high levels and getting worse.
Fatalities and injuries are occurring at substantially
higher rates. Hence, mobility, already poor for most
citizens, is declining and its impacts are eroding the
living standards of the community.
The problem is that metropolitan zones are growing
and motorising so rapidly that they do not have the
time or the money to build new infrastructure or to
adapt to new technologies. Furthermore, governments
are loathe to impose regulations that would raise the
cost of private vehicle purchase and use. There is a
tendency to keep already aging vehicles on the road

much longer, and environmental regulations governing
emissions are poorly implemented. This is because
governments lack the institutional capabilities to fix
the problems.
The case study: Metropolitan Beirut
Metropolitan Beirut is once again, after 20 years of
war, the centre of commerce, banking and finance for
the region as a whole. It is also a cultural and medical
focus. Central Beirut is today a great business nerve
centre with some hundred Lebanese banks, countless
import-export firms, arbitrage and triangular trade
operations and a stock market. To complete the image
of the new modernised Beirut, the city needs to
construct its public transport infrastructure, which will
help in improving its economic, environmental, and
social impacts as a whole. A major step towards
sustaining mobility is to achieve new perspectives,
creative solutions, commitment and involvement from
future dialogues between policy makers, businessmen
and representatives of civil society. Co-operation, trust
and partnership between these groups are important
aspects to sustaining mobility.
The role of policy makers is to be aware of the needs
of their citizens and future generations to move freely,
gain access, communicate, trade and establish
relationships. The role of business is to support and
motivate the efforts of institutions and governments.
The role of the society is acceptance of mobility as a
system of various modes. The aim of visioning a
sustainable mobility plan for Metropolitan Beirut
depends on the need to combine a long-term and wide-
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ranging perspective with immediate actions. The
should be expected by planning and providing a modern
facilities built as a result of such a plan should be far
public transport network. The following integrated
beyond the lifetime of a generation. Planners and
policies can encourage a modal transfer and strengthen
policy makers should decide between two major
the position of public transport in the urban area.
landscape/transportation planning visions:
1. Pedestrian and bicycle networks
• Vision 1: seeing Metropolitan Beirut as an
To address the needs of pedestrians and cyclists, a
automobile-dependent metropolis that is always
change in planning philosophy is needed to focus
choking with congestion, no matter how many more
directly on promoting the use of bicycles and other
roadways are built. And a public transport system,
transport modes in conjunction with automobile travel.
dependent on buses, operating without any on-street
Addressing mobility needs have been viewed
priority; or
traditionally as providing a roadway network in
• Vision 2: seeing Metropolitan Beirut as an
which drivers can move as quickly and freely as they
attractive sustainable metropolis with a high
wish. This outdated notion needs to be altered in order
quality of life and mobility.
to address the safety needs of vulnerable road users.
The government should focus on providing pedestrian
Metropolitan Beirut’s sustainable vision is based on
a ‘sustainable planning process’ whose 3 main objectives and bicycle networks, since they are essential to guide
or to determine the structure of a sustainable
are: Saving traffic, Shifting traffic and Smoothing
community.
traffic. The aims and goals of the planning process are
presented in Figure 1.
The idea for planning a bicycle network should be to
locate
the main or most popular locations in the city,
Saving Traffic
then to connect these locations as a network, and
After the war, the population of Metropolitan
finally to lay down cycle routes in between. Such
Beirut increased to 1.7 million by 2003, and it is
networks serve as a vital link to all community
estimated that it will be 2 million in the year 2020.
Without control of the distribution of future population functions including residential, commercial and
recreational areas, places of employment, schools,
growth within Metropolitan Beirut, densities in some
public spaces, etc. By reducing the number of lanes
of the already congested areas may reach a figure of
2
dedicated to motorised traffic, land could be recovered
50,000 inhabitants per km ; that means more travel
for cycle and pedestrian paths. They should be
demand and more traffic on overcrowded streets.
designed to be safe, secure and comfortable and to
Thus, in order to reduce travel demand in the
contribute to the aesthetic character of a community.
crowded zones and to increase development in the
At present cycling is not very popular in Lebanon.
suburbs, the following sustainable procedure is
The
capital city was not a traditional or cultural
suggested:
bicycle city, before the war or since. People tend to
• The projected population of the urbanised zones
cycle for pleasure and leisure; it is not regarded as a
without means of horizontal expansion should be
mode of transport for various journeys. Maybe it is
determined, and the excess in population due to
because of the weather and temperature that people do
excessively high densities should be subtracted from
not use bicycles, yet Nankervis (1999) notes that ‘In the
the total expected increase;
two extreme conditions of cold and wet Amsterdam, and
• Projected population densities of the urbanised zones hot and dry New Mexico bicycle programmes have
without means of horizontal expansion should not
proven to be a great success’. Hence, using the bicycle as
exceed those in the year 2003;
a transport mode is still possible in inclement weather.
• For urban zones with the potential to expand
The bicycle is essential and suitable for the large
horizontally, the projected population should be
number of short trips made by people in Metropolitan
used as an approximation for likely infill;
Beirut.
• Maximum suggested growth rates of 7.5% – 10% per
2. Improving bus networks
annum should be applied to the new built-up areas.
Improving bus services is the quickest and most
• For the estimation of urban land requirements, a
effective way to increase public transport capacity over
maximum zone density of 5400 inhabitants per km2
the short term. The bus network in Metropolitan Beirut
should be applied to the new built-up areas.
still faces organisation problems and general planning
Shifting Traffic
deficiencies; these have been a very important factor in
worsening quality of life for inhabitants. The streets
Feasible and realistic improvements of the modal
are shared with private cars, microbuses and taxis.
split should be expected from the plan of a modern
There is no incentive today for car owners or taxi and
public transport network. For Metropolitan Beirut,
microbus users to travel with the bus, because with its
feasible and realistic improvements of the mode split
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bad performance these private means of transportation
and per km. The committee should monitor both the
are faster.
mileage and the number of passengers, adapting the
number of buses and frequency according to demand;
In order to improve the bus network the Ministry of
Transport should decide to concentrate its efforts on
• The bus system should be as far as possible financed
constructing a bus system based on the existing resources
by bus fares without public subsidy. The fare should
of the country. Using the successful bus system in
be based on calculations done by the committee and
Curitiba as a template, it involves creating a network
it should cover the profit percentage for the bus
of bus-only corridors over different city streets.
companies, personnel costs, maintenance and
depreciation of the bus fleet. To avoid an inflated
For Beirut, three bus lines (operated in their own
fare price, a law should be enacted to ensure that
exclusive bus lanes) are suggested to ensure easy access
revenue from the transportation system must only be
to key destinations in the city. The three bus lines are
used to pay for the system itself. In addition, the
characterised as follows (see Figure 2):
committee should be aware of tariff competitiveness
• Bus Line A, 7 km long, a North-South line from the
between the bus and the other transport modes, in
Airport to Central Beirut, via Barbir;
particular taxis;
• Bus Line B, 8 km long, an East-West line from Ras
• The committee should also be responsible for setting
Beirut to Mikales, via Barbir and the Main Rail
timetables and performance standards; repaving the
Station; and
streets with reinforced concrete; building and
• Bus Line C, 13 km long, an East-West line from
maintaining covered stations with payment upon
Sultan Ibrahim to Nahr El Mott, via Hazmieh and
entrance; maintaining the corridors regularly, etc;
Mikales.
and
These lines can be properly implemented and
• In order to avoid overflow to other streets, the
organised, for instance, by forming a bus transportation
committee should ensure that a minimum number of
committee which should work under the Ministry of
old buses be dismantled for each new bus that goes
Transport. This committee should announce new laws
into operation. On the other hand, to complement
for regulating the bus system and should (at least) take
the system and put some old buses in use, ‘feeder
into consideration the following management
routes’ should be reorganised and programmed to
characteristics:
fetch commuters from the periphery of Metropolitan
• The public and private bus sectors should comply
Beirut to the system at no or low cost.
with the national and international safety
3. Constructing a new rail system
standards as to the size of vehicle, number of seats,
Constructing a new rail system which uses modern
insurance cover, passenger safety, etc. The
light
rail technology to achieve inter-modality over
committee should enact a municipal law ensuring
that the buses in operation must not be more than ten the medium and long terms is key to the future mobility
needs of the inhabitants of Beirut. The aim is to
years old and the companies should be responsible
construct two new, modern light rail lines, and the
for maintaining the buses regularly. This situation
rehabilitation of the 38 km regional line from Damour
should result in a fresh bus fleet with an average
to Jounnieh. This network will meet very effectively
age of around five years. Hence, buses would stay in
the users needs by creating a rail system which
good condition which would also help to limit air
combines heavy rail trains with light rail technology.
pollution;
Such modern technology is successfully operated in
• The committee should control the private bus
many European cities (Karlsruhe and Saarbrücken in
companies that operate the bus lines. More than one
Germany; Newcastle and Nottingham in the UK).
private company may be found to handle the bus
Topp (1998) notes that the Karlsruhe Model ‘stands for
lines in Beirut. The committee should be able to
one of the most innovative developments of a
negotiate contracts with the companies;
traditional tram towards a tram/LRT-regional rail
• The bus system should not allow fleet-owners to
integrated system’.
operate freely on any route they choose. The
Figure 2 shows the proposed integrated bus/light
committee should monitor and co-ordinate the
rail network of the Beirut area. The light rail lines
system, using advanced tools of control, such as
presented in the figure are characterised by:
sensors or GPS, which can be utilised to get the most
• Light Rail Line 1, 38 km long, a North-South line
efficient results from bus operations;
from Damour to Jounieh. It will run on a completely
• The private companies should receive licences from
segregated track;
the committee before providing services. The
• Light Rail Line 2, 15 km long, a North-South line
operating companies should be paid per passenger
from Beirut Airport and Lebanese University to St.
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Mediterranean Sea

to Jounnieh
Port Beirut

Ras
Beirut

Nahr El Mott
Beirut
Central

St. Michel

Hamra

Barbir
Main Rail
Station

Mikales
Sultan
Ibrahim

Hazmieh

Mediterranean
Sea

N

Layleak

2km

Beirut

Lebanon

Beirut
Airport
Lebanese
University

Syria

Israel

Light Rail Line 1, North-South from Damour to Jounieh.
Light Rail Line 2, North-South from the Airport to St.
Michel terminal, via south suburbs, Marelias street and
Beirut Central.
Light Rail Line 3, East-West linking Ras Beirut to the
Main Rail Station and extending towards Hazmieh and
towards Nahr El Mott.
Bus-only routes
Transfer Points
Parks
Residential zones
Non-residential areas
to Damour
Figure 2. A proposed long-term integrated bus/light rail network for Beirut
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Michel terminal, via south suburbs, Marelias street
stop selling new licences and give microbus owners the
and Beirut Central.
chance to give back their licences, or to allow them a
year or two to merge every two microbus plates for a
• Light Rail Line 3, 17 km long, an East-West line
new bus licence. The new bus plates should be issued by
linking Ras Beirut to the Main Rail Station, via
the bus transportation committee; it should specify the
Hamra street and Beirut Central, and extended
type and size of buses and their operating routes.
South towards Hazmieh and to the East towards
Nahr El Mott.
In Metropolitan Beirut taxis are somewhat informal
in
that
they tend to carry multiple fares to many
Like the bus system, the Ministry of Transport
destinations simultaneously, stopping en route to collect
should form a rail transport committee, which in turn
or set down passengers. The issue to be considered is
should:
whether this type of service should continue in the city
• announce new laws for regulating the light rail
or should resort to a proper taxi service.
system;
Recommendations could be to form a committee to fix
• grant the rights to railways and rail operators;
and control the tariffs that enable taxi owners to keep
• manage the allocation of railways and produce the
their cars in proper mechanical and roadworthy
working timetable;
condition. It should assign strict routing, stops and the
• operate the network, including signals and supply
number of taxis on each route. Proper and feasible
electricity for traction to rail operators;
financing should be made available for taxi owners to
• manage safety on the network;
encourage them to renew their fleets. Finally, the car
• operate the stations;
life should be assessed to maintain a passenger car
• leave stations and traffic lights maintenance depots attractive to tourists.
to operating companies;
Considering private cars, the Ministry of the
Interior should apply transportation taxation policies
• maintain and renew the rail infrastructure;
(including congestion pricing and fuel taxation) in order
• plan and execute major capital programmes; and
to limit their use. Car ownership can be further limited
• do (at least) part of the marketing.
by high registration and parking fees.
4. Managing & organising the integrated bus/light
Smoothing Traffic
rail network
1.
Introducing traffic control measures on main roads
A high level transport management committee
• Reclassification and assignment of the main roads
should control the regulation between the bus and rail
on the network including outer ring, urban
committees when considering:
highways, main corridors, secondary roads, one• the timing of connections between bus and light rail
way streets;
routes;
• Realignment of junctions based on traffic volumes to
• the service frequency in peak and off-peak hours;
reduce the number of conflict points, traffic delays
• the accessibility and information facilities
and accident black spots; and
(timetables and maps) in the main stations;
• Introduction of integrated traffic signals that are
• the qualification of the bus and rail drivers;
operated according to traffic volumes by using
• the ticketing system that must be easy to understand
detectors, and giving priorities to bicycle and public
and convenient to use;
transport traffic at intersections.
• the service and comfort criteria; and
2. Improving accessibility in central areas
• the marketing process and public education.
• Creating car-free zones (pedestrian/cycle zones and
5. Restrictions on microbuses, taxis & private cars
streets) in shopping areas. The future pedestrianThe microbus is not made for public transport, since
oriented areas should not necessarily be anti-car,
it does not comply with the standards and
i.e. it is generally possible to permit vehicular
specifications required for public transport. The
traffic to access in cases of emergency and restricted
microbus causes congestion whenever it stops to let out a
delivery service, as well as taxis and public
passenger who is sitting in the back seat. Microbuses
transport modes;
have been registered contrary to international
• Parking control actions (time restrictions, parking
standards and Lebanese law.
tariff, and parking prohibition). These actions are
While the bus network is being organised the
considered pro-car measures and support the modal
question will be what to do with owners of microbuses
shift to more friendly modes. They must not be
who have borrowed money to purchase their microbuses
carried out before a reasonable public transport
and licences. Initially, the Ministry of Interior should
system is in operation. In the short term, new
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parking opportunities should be created to increase
accidents is very poor. Such information is vital to help
parking capacity. In addition, a parking plan
improve the design of roads and facilitate road safety
including the distribution of parking lots and
analysis.
regulations should be prepared; and
Moreover, Lebanese cars are characterised by being
• Introducing area traffic control signals managed by
relatively old and poorly maintained. Car owners must
private companies. Co-ordinated traffic signals in
pay an annual inspection fee in addition to the initial
each central area should be installed at all major
registration fee, although many low income car owners
intersections to minimising the delays and optimise
pay their inspection fees without maintaining their
traffic routing.
cars. This has serious safety implications; a significant
number of car accidents were caused by brake failure or
3. Traffic calming measures in residential areas
worn-out tires. Law enforcement exists but no drastic
Traffic calming is a way of redesigning streets to
measures have been taken in response to recurring
slow down traffic and thus make the streets safer and
problems. Speed is now beginning to be enforced on some
more comfortable for all users and residents. The most
highway sections using mobile radar. However, no
successful traffic calming measures must be designed as
part of an overall environmental scheme which intends measures could be increased to prevent major accidents.
There is a very clear relationship between modal
to improve the quality of life in a neighbourhood – or
split
and the level of road traffic accidents and this is
even across the whole city. The effect of traffic calming
clearly
amenable to traffic safety policy manipulation.
measures such as one-way-streets, loop streets, road
The case for public transport can thus be made in terms
narrowing, pedestrian-oriented signs, and closing of
of its accident reducing potential just as strongly as it
local streets, is to reduce pollution, noise and accidents
can be made on grounds of reducing congestion or
in residential areas. The following measures can
environmental damage.
immediately be applied in the Ras Beirut area to
improve the quality of life:
Conclusion
• Increasing pedestrian orientation through wide
Land use planning can bring origins and destinations
sidewalks;
closer together which reduces the necessity to travel
• Provision of cycleways;
long distances and thus the opportunity for conflicts.
Keeping journeys short increases the chance of them
• Extensive 30 kmh zones;
being made on foot or by bicycle, neither of which
• Enforcement of car restraints;
causes significant danger to the other road users.
• Reclamation of traffic lanes for buses or light rail;
Introducing powerful public transport networks can
• Narrowing of driving lanes, construction of central
achieve success in meeting the transportation needs of
islands and reservations;
citizens. Building institutions that plan, manage and
• One-way streets with one-side off-peak parking,
finance urban growth and transport is of great
loop streets; and
importance for the sustainability process. Finally,
• Planting of trees.
applying the integrated policies adapted by the
Traffic Safety
sustainable planning process for Beirut will play a
major role in decreasing the number of accidents on
Lebanon today is facing one of the typical planning
roads, and will lead to improvements in the social
problems which many European countries encountered
consequences of accidents. The presented transportation
in their early stages of motorisation. In Metropolitan
policies, if implemented, will work in concert with the
Beirut new roads – mostly highways – have been built
future economic development programmes to drive
in urban and residential areas. They were designed as
highways with barriers and very large lanes, but have substantial gains in economic growth, rising incomes
and social equity.
high accident rates. Drivers travel at a very high
speed while pedestrians attempt to cross those roads.
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Abstract
Canadian cities has been increasing trip distances, thus
making cycling decreasingly feasible outside the urban
Bicycling accounted for an average of 1.2% of work
core. Finally, Canadian cities and provinces have not
trips in Canada in 2001, but with considerable
imposed any significant restrictions on car use or
variation by province and metropolitan area. In this
imposed increases in taxes, fees, and other charges for
study, we chose six Canadian cities for detailed
car use, such as most European cities have implemented
analysis of their cycling trends and policies:
to discourage driving and increase transit use, walking,
• Montréal and Québec City in Québec;
and cycling. If Canadian cities really want to further
• Ottawa and Toronto in Ontario; and
increase cycling levels, they will have to further
• Vancouver and Victoria in British Columbia.
expand cycling infrastructure, curb low-density sprawl,
All of these cities have made impressive efforts to
and impose more restrictions and charges on car use.
encourage more and safer cycling. Most of the cities
Keywords
report increases in cycling levels over the past two
Bicycling, Canada, modal split, sustainable
decades but appear to have reached a limit due to lack
transport,
traffic safety, urban travel
of funding for crucially needed cycling infrastructure
(bike paths and lanes, parking, intersection
modifications, etc.). In addition, the low-density, carThe currency used in this paper is the Canadian Dollar.
oriented suburban sprawl spreading around most
CA$1 = €0.62 = US$0.81 = £0.42

Figure 1. Two-directional cycling paths in Ottawa. Note how cyclists are separated from motorists
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Table 1. Choice of transport mode for the journey to work in Canada, 1996 & 2001
Total number of work trips per day
All Modes
Car, Truck, Van as Driver
Car, Truck, Van as Passenger
Public Transport

Modal Share (%)

1996

2001

% increase

1996

2001

12,183,410

13,450,855

10.4

100

100

8,934,025

9,929,470

11.1

73.3

73.8

899,340

923,975

2.7

7.4

6.9

1,233,870

1,406,585

14.0

10.1

10.5

Walk

850,855

881,085

3.6

7.0

6.6

Bicycle

137,435

162,910

18.5

1.1

1.2

Other

127,885

146,835

14.8

1.0

1.1

Source: Statistics Canada (1998 & 2003)

Introduction
In 2002, the Canadian Government ratified the
Kyoto Protocol, thus officially committing the country
to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. By the
year 2012, Canada must achieve at least a 6% reduction
in total GHG emissions below the 1990 emissions level
(Environment Canada, 2004). Unfortunately, Canada
does not appear to be headed in the right direction.
Indeed, from 1990 to 2002, its total emissions of GHG
grew by 20%, and GHG emissions from transport sources
grew even faster – by 24% (Environment Canada, 2004;
Gilbert & Irwin, 2004). In order to reduce GHG
emissions by the required 6% by 2012, it will be
essential for Canada to curtail transport emissions in
particular, since they account for one-quarter of all
GHG emissions.
Encouraging Canadians to use their bikes for a
higher percentage of trips – and their cars for a lower

Nunavut

percentage – would be an ideal way to start reversing
the alarming increases in Canadian GHG emissions
(TAC, 1993; 1998; 2004). Bicycling is surely the most
sustainable transport mode. Other than in their
manufacture, bikes emit virtually no GHG at all.
Unlike the private car, bikes cause no pollution of any
kind and use no non-renewable energy sources.
Moreover, they require far less roadway and parking
space, thus helping to relieve the growing congestion
problems in most cities. Bicycling is also a very
equitable mode of transport, since it is affordable by
almost everyone, and with proper training, most people
can learn to cycle. Finally, cycling is an extraordinarily
valuable form of cardiovascular exercise that improves
both physical and mental health (Pucher & Dijkstra,
2003).
This article examines the status of cycling in
Canadian cities. We document trends in cycling over

Figure 2. Percentage bicycling to work in Canadian provinces
& territories (2001)
(Source, Statistics Canada, 2003)
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time, as well as differences in cycling levels
Table 2. Bicycling share of work trips in Canadian
among different Canadian provinces and
metropolitan areas, by population size categories, 2001
metropolitan areas. Perhaps most important,
No of Inhabitants
Modal Split Metropolitan Area
Population
we examine the wide range of policies and
>
3
million
1.3
Montreal
3,426,350
programs that Canadians have implemented to
0.8 Toronto
4,682,897
promote more cycling while also making it
safer, more convenient, and more feasible. Some
Group Mean
1.1
measures have been quite successful and
1 million – 2,999,999
1.9 Vancouver
1,986,965
innovative, providing valuable lessons for
1.9 Ottawa/Hull
1,063,664
other countries about how best to increase
Group
Mean
1.9
cycling while improving its safety.
The article begins with an overview of
500,000 – 999,999
1.5 Calgary
951,395
aggregate time trends and geographic
1.4 Winnipeg
671,274
differences in Canadian cycling levels and
1.3 Quebec
682,757
injury rates. Most of the policy analysis,
1.2 Edmonton
937,845
however, is focused on six case study cities in
0.9 Hamilton
662,401
Canada’s three most populous provinces:
Group Mean
1.3
• Montréal and Québec City in Québec;
250,000 – 499,999
4.8 Victoria
311,902
• Toronto and Ottawa in Ontario; and
1.5 London
432,451
• Vancouver and Victoria in British
1.1 Windsor
307,877
Columbia.
1.1 Kitchener
414,284
Since urban transport policy in Canada is
0.9 St. Catherines-Niagra
377,009
determined at the provincial and local level,
0.9
Halifax
359,183
disaggregate case study analysis is the only
0.5 Oshawa
296,298
way to examine the nature, extent, and impacts
Group
Mean
1.5
of cycling policies in Canada.

Overall trends & spatial variation in
100,000 – 249,999
2.5 Saskatoon
225,927
Canadian cycling
2.2 Kingston
146,838
As shown in Table 1, bicycling accounted for
1.5 Trois Rivieres
137,507
only 1.2% of Canadian work trips in 2001. That
1.4 Regina
192,800
was a 10% increase over the 1996 bike share of
1 Thunder Bay
121,986
1.1%, but it remains a tiny percentage of trips.
0.9 Abbotsford
147,370
With over a quarter of trips in Canadian cities
0.8 Chicoutimi-Jonquiere
154,438
less than 2 miles long – a distance that can
0.8 Sherbrooke
153,811
easily be covered by bike – there is obviously
0.4 Greater Sudbury
155,601
much potential for increasing cycling and thus
0.4 Saint John
122,678
reducing car use that contributes so much to GHG
0.1
St
John's
172,918
emissions.
Group Mean
1.1
Levels of cycling vary widely among
Canada’s provinces: from a high of 2.0% in both Source: Statistics Canada (2003)
British Columbia and Yukon Territories to a
low of 0.1% in Newfoundland and Labrador (see Figure
climates!
2). Of Canada’s three most populous provinces, British
Table 2 contains the cycling share of work trips for
Columbia has about twice as high a cycling share of
each of Canada’s metropolitan areas with at least
work trips as Ontario. Moreover, while the cycling
100,000 inhabitants. They are grouped into five
share rose from 1996 to 2001 in both British Columbia
different population categories so that cities can be
(from 1.9% to 2.0%) and Québec (1.1% to 1.2%), it
compared with other cities of roughly the same size.
remained constant in Ontario (at 1.0%). Perhaps most
Of Canada’s two largest cities, Montréal (1.3%) has a
remarkable is the extraordinarily high level of cycling considerably higher bike share of work trips than
even in the far north. Indeed, Yukon ties British
Toronto (0.8%). In the next largest category, however,
Columbia for the highest bike share of work trips
Vancouver, BC and Ottawa/Hull (in Ontario and
(2.0%), and the Northern Territories (1.6%) far exceed
Québec on opposite banks of the Ottawa River) are tied
both Ontario (1.0%) and Québec (1.2%). So much for the at 1.9%. In the middle category, the bike share ranges
myth that cycling is only possible in warm, sunny
from 1.5% in Calgary, Alberta to 0.9% in Hamilton,
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Figure 3. Trends in bicycling fatalities in the provinces of Quebec, Ontario & British
Columbia, 1984 - 2002
Source: Transport Canada (2004)
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Ontario. The next category displays much more
variation, with a 10:1 ratio of bike shares: from 4.8% in
Victoria, BC (the highest share of any Canadian city)
to only 0.5% in Oshawa, Ontario. The smallest size
category has the most variation, with a 25:1 ratio of
bike shares: from 2.5% in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan to
only 0.1% in St. John’s, Newfoundland.
Trends in cycling fatalities & injuries
Both the aggregate Canadian data cited above –
and the case studies discussed later in this article –
suggest considerable growth in cycling over the past
two decades. In spite of increased exposure through
more cycling, both fatalities and injuries have fallen
considerably over that same period. For Canada as a
whole, total cycling fatalities fell by 50% from 1984 to
2002, from 126 to 63, and total cycling injuries fell by
33%, from 11,391 to 7,596 (Transport Canada, 2004).
Figures 2 and 3 portray cycling safety trends for
Canada’s three largest provinces. Fatalities fell by
61% in Ontario, by 60% in British Columbia, and by
46% in Québec. Injuries fell by 41% in British Columbia,
by 37% in Ontario, and by 31% in Québec. Thus, cycling
has become much safer in all three provinces,
especially considering the growth in cycling levels over
the same time period, which suggests an even sharper
fall in fatalities and injures per km cycled. The two
figures suggest that safety improvements have been
greatest in Ontario and British Columbia, but

1996

1998

2000

2002
year

Ontario

comparisons among provinces are difficult due to likely
differences among provinces in their rates of population
growth and trends in cycling levels.
These aggregate trends suggest that Canadian
cycling is indeed thriving – increasing in both quantity
and quality. Clearly, however, there are important
differences between provinces and among cities.
Moreover, the specific measures taken to promote
cycling can only be examined at the provincial and
local level.
Before analysing bicycling trends and programs in
six case study cities, we briefly summarise policies at
the federal and provincial level.
Federal & provincial bicycling policies
The federal government in Ottawa has no
involvement at all in cycling policies or funding. That
derives from its likewise very limited role in urban
transport in general, including public transport. With
the exception of Transport Canada’s modest funding of
occasional research and education programs, urban
transport is left to the provinces and cities.
The extent of provincial involvement in cycling
policies and funding varies considerably by province.
As described in the case studies in detail, Québec has
been deeply involved in a range of programs to promote
cycling, increase its safety, co-ordinate local efforts,
and fund infrastructure improvements. By comparison,
Ontario provides virtually no funding, planning or
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Figure 4. Trends in bicycling injuries in the provinces of Quebec, Ontario & British
Columbia, 1984–2002
Source: Transport Canada (2004)
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program co-ordination for cycling. Ontario’s
involvement is limited to the regulations that most
provinces have about whether helmet use is mandatory
and on which highways cycling is permitted. British
Columbia (BC) has been somewhat more involved than
Ontario in promoting cycling. The provincial
government has a modest capital funding program for
cycling infrastructure and a provincial cycling advisory
committee to help co-ordinate local efforts. Moreover,
the BC Ministry of Transport now tries to accommodate
cyclist needs in most provincial highway projects.
Clearly, however, no province has been nearly as
actively involved in cycling promotion as Québec.
Cycling trends and policies in Québec: Montréal &
Québec City
Québec’s Ministry of Transport and the provincewide organisation Vélo Québec play crucial roles in
cycling policies and programs in all parts of the
province. In 1995 the province adopted an official
Bicycle Policy (Transports Québec, 2004a). Its stated
goal is to increase use of bicycles for transport, while
improving cycling safety. All provincial infrastructure
projects, including roadway projects, must incorporate
the needs of cyclists in their design. Moreover, the plan
introduces uniform bikeway design and traffic control
standards. The provincial role in cycling is so
important that some statistics are only available for
the province as a whole, and many programs and policy
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year
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issues can only be assessed on a province-wide basis.
Where possible, however, we isolate the specific
situation in each of Québec’s two largest cities,
Montréal and Québec City.
The Province of Québec overall does not have a
particularly high percentage of work trips by bike –
indeed, it is the same as for Canada as a whole (1.2%).
Montréal, however, has a much higher bike share of
work trips than Canada’s other major metropolis,
Toronto (1.3% vs. 0.8%), in spite of colder weather
throughout the year. Québec City also has a 1.3% bike
share of work trips, about the average for Canadian
cities of that size, but impressive given the cold
climate there. Over half of Québécois (54%) cycle at
least once a year, and with 750 bikes per 1,000
population, roughly two-thirds of adults own at least
one bike (Vélo Québec, 2001).
Perhaps most notable is the large increase in cycling
over recent years. Thus, the number of adult Québécois
who cycle weekly doubled from 1991 to 2000, to 1.7
million – 31% of Québec’s residents. Most of the growth
in cycling has come from increased cycling among
middle-aged and older adults. As shown in Figure 5,
the percentage of Québécois in the oldest age categories
(55-66 and 65+) who cycle at least occasionally every
year almost tripled between 1981 and 2000 (Vélo
Québec 2001). By comparison, the incidence of cycling
barely increased at all in the two youngest age
categories. Nevertheless, it is still true that those
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Figure 5: Trends in the proportion of Quebec province residents identifying themselves as
cyclists, by age group, 1981 - 2000
(Source: Velo Quebec, 2001)
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younger categories have higher rates of cycling (76%for
those aged 6 to 17; only 21% for those 65 and older).
The Census data on cycling for the work trip
probably underestimate total cycling, since only about
20% of cyclists in Québec province say they use their
bikes mainly or even occasionally for practical
transport. An origin-destination travel survey
conducted for the Montréal metropolitan area in 1998
reported an overall bike share of 1.5% for the period
from late August to mid-December (including non-work
trips) (AMT, 2001). That is a bit higher than the 1.3%
bike share of work trips reported by the May 2001
Canadian Census. According to the 2000 État du Vélo
survey (Vélo Québec, 2001), 8.4% of Montréal cyclists
said they ride at least once a day between May and
August. Moreover, 7.9% of cyclists said that the bike is
their main means of transport for trips within
Montréal. Of course, weather is an important factor
throughout the province. Whereas 50% of Montréal
cyclists say they use their bikes in October and
November, only 7% cycle from December to March.
Even that is an amazingly high percentage given the
brutally cold winters with an average of three feet of
snow.
Although the bike share of work trips reported in
the 2001 Canadian Census is the same in both Montréal
and Québec City (1.3%), other surveys suggest slightly
higher cycling shares of travel in Montréal. The État
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2000

du Vélo survey found that 6.2% of Québec City cyclists
ride every day between May and August (8.4% in
Montréal). While the same 50% of bicyclists in both
cities said they cycled in October and November, only
2% of Québec City bicyclists ride from December to
March (7% in Montréal), probably because winters in
Québec City are even colder than in Montréal, and
have twice as much snowfall. Nevertheless, a higher
percentage of Québec City bicyclists report cycling more
than 500 km a year (15%; 13% in Montréal). In both
cities, roughly half of cycling is on separate bike paths
and lanes; 50.2% in Montréal and 45.6% in Québec City.
Surely the most impressive accomplishment in
Québec has been increasing cycling levels while
sharply reducing cycling injuries. For the period 1987 to
2000, for example, total number of bicycles in Québec
more than doubled, and the number of regular cyclists
increased by 50%, while cycling fatalities fell by 42%,
serious injuries fell by 56%, and minor injuries fell by
38%. It is unlikely that this has anything to do with
helmet use, since it is not required in Québec, and only
28%–35% of cyclists (all age groups) wear helmets
(Vélo Québec, 2001).
Clearly, one reason for both the growth in cycling
levels and its increasing safety is the enormous
expansion of both off-road and on-road cycling
facilities throughout the province of Québec. From 1992
to 2000 – during Québec’s cycling boom – there were
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4,000 km of additional bikeways built throughout the
most transit vehicles (AMT, 2004; Vélo Québec, 2003).
province, bringing the total to almost 7,000 km. In
Few buses come equipped with bike racks, and on metros
Montréal, there are 210 km of separate bike paths,
and suburban trains, it can be difficult for cyclists to
95 km of bike lanes, and 66 km of bike routes on lightly
navigate steps as well as crowded vehicles and
travelled roads. One distinct feature of Montréal’s onstations. Fortunately, bike parking has been expanded
street bike lanes is that they are two-directional, with at metro and suburban rail stations, thus facilitating
cyclists travelling in opposite directions on adjacent
cycling for the short trips to and from transit stops, and
lanes, both on the same side of the street. Moreover,
then use of transit for the longer trip (Vélo Québec,
they are only in effect from April 15 to November 1
2003; AMT, 2004). In 2000, Montréal had 1,600 bike
since there is so little cycling in winter. Although it is
parking spaces at metro stations and 550 spaces at
much smaller, Québec City has even more cycling
suburban rail stations. Both Montréal and Québec City
facilities: 220 km of separate bike paths, 121 km of
have been increasing the number of bike racks on
bike lanes, and 66 km of bike routes on lightly
sidewalks, and their universities have thousands of
travelled roads. About a quarter (28 km) of Québec
bike parking spaces on their campuses (Vélo Québec,
City’s bike lanes are two-directional, as in Montréal
2003).
(Vélo Québec, 2004a). Most impressive, perhaps, is the
Québec has been at the forefront of cycling
celebrated Route verte, a $120 million bikeway
promotion in Canada, indeed in all of North America,
network that connects all parts of the province. For
thanks to Vélo Québec, a private non-profit
Québec province as a whole, 41% of bike trips are on
organisation funded mainly by member fees, events, and
separate bike paths as opposed to shared roads (Vélo
sponsors. Although Vélo Québec works closely with
Québec, 2001).
Québec’s Ministry of Transport, it only receives about a
In general, the Government of Québec bears the cost
tenth of its revenues from the province and
of bikeway projects on provincial roadways, while
municipalities (Vélo Québec, 2004b). It sponsors
municipalities finance bikeway projects on city streets.
numerous special events such as tours, conferences, races,
Additional provincial financing is available for
and cycling courses. In Montréal, for example, it
municipalities through the financial assistance
organises special bike rides for different age groups, of
programs for the construction (25% matching grants)
different lengths and difficulty, and even a special
and maintenance (50% matching grants) of La Route
night ride. In June 2004, La Féria du Vélo celebrated the
verte. Overall, the province pays for about half of all
20th anniversary of the annual Tour de l’Ile in Montréal,
new bikeway construction.
with over 66,000 cyclists participating. Similarly,
there are various kinds of well-publicised bike rides in
Cycling safety is promoted in many schools thanks
and around Québec City from May through September.
to the Québec car insurance company SAAQ (La Société
Vélo Québec sponsors a bike-to-work week in Montréal
de l’Assurance Automobile du Québec). It distributes
free bicycling safety instruction materials to all schools (now expanding to other cities throughout Québec) in
early June called Vélo-Boulot (Vélo Québec, 2004c). It
in the province. To motivate students, it offers prizes of
also publishes a cycling magazine (Vélo Mag),
free bikes and bike helmets for winners of various
maintains an informative, multifaceted website
cycling safety competitions. SAAQ also works with
http://www.velo.qc.ca/ and operates a cycling café, La
local police to sensitise them to cyclist safety issues,
Maison des Cyclistes, in Montréal that offers cycling
and the need to require both motorists and cyclists to
publications and supplies as well as food.
obey traffic laws affecting cycling safety (SAAQ,
2004).
Cycling trends & policies in Ontario: Toronto &
Provision of separate cycling rights of way seems to
Ottawa
be the main approach to increasing cycling levels and
In stark contrast to Québec, the province of Ontario
safety in Québec. It appears, however, that Québec
plays virtually no role at all in promoting cycling, codoes considerably less traffic calming, intersection
ordinating cycling programs, or funding cycling
modification, parking provision, and intermodal coinfrastructure. Thus, municipalities in Ontario are left
ordination than in Ontario and British Columbia.
to determine cycling policies for themselves. Both
There are only a few intersections with push-button
Toronto and Ottawa have actively supported a range of
activated bike traffic lights, but no automatic sensors
programs to encourage more cycling and increase its
for cyclists, as in Toronto, Ottawa, and Victoria. Of
safety.
course, cyclists as well as pedestrians get the usual
Of the two cities, the Ottawa metropolitan area
green light once during every traffic light cycle.
has a considerably higher level of cycling (1.9% of
While bikes can be taken on some buses (Vélo Bus
work trips) – indeed being more than twice as high as
Moulins), metros, and suburban trains, especially at off- the Toronto metropolitan area (0.8%) (Statistics
peak times, there are no special provisions for bikes on
Canada, 2003). The Census’s bike share of work trips in
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Ottawa (taken in 2001) was confirmed in 2002 by a
Figure 6. Cycling by train in snowy weather
survey of 1,009 Ottawa area residents showing that
that 2.0% used the bike as their primary mode for
trips to work, with an additional 12% of residents
using the bike as a secondary mode (City of Ottawa,
2003a; 2003c). Both the Census data and cordon counts
suggest that cycling’s share of travel in metropolitan
Ottawa has been falling slightly. The Census, for
example, reports a decrease from 2.1% of work trips
in 1996 to 1.9% in 2001. Cordon counts by the city in
1995 and 2001 confirm that decline, albeit for all trip
purposes, with an average 15% decline in the number
of bikes crossing key points in several corridors
leading to the city centre, and an average 25%
decline in the number of bike trips relative to the
number of car trips in the same corridors (City of
Ottawa, 2002). Nevertheless, Ottawa still has the
highest bike share of travel of any major city in all
North America. According to a 2003 survey of 1,001
persons, 57% of adults in Ottawa cycle at least once a
year (City of Ottawa, 2003). Of those cyclists,
almost two-thirds (63%) describe themselves as
mainly utilitarian cyclists, compared to about a
third (37%) who cycle mainly for recreation. Not
surprisingly, 73% of all Ottawa households have at
least one bike, and 66% have two or more. As in most
Canadian cities, cycling in Ottawa varies greatly by
time of year, with only about 5% as much cycling in
the middle of winter as during the peak summer
months.
Cycling trends vary greatly in Toronto between
the inner and outer portions of the metropolitan area.
Moreover, in sharp contrast to Ottawa, 42% of Toronto
For the greater urban area, the Canadian Census
cyclists described themselves as utilitarian cyclists
reports the same 0.8% bike share of work trips in both
(63% in Ottawa), while the remaining 58% of Toronto
1996 and 2001 (Statistics Canada, 2003). For the much
cyclists cycle mainly for recreation and not for practical
smaller, core area called Métropolitaine Toronto,
transport (Decima Research, 2000). Corresponding to its
however, the Census bike share of work trips rose from
lower level of cycling, Toronto also has a lower
1.1% in 1996 to 1.3% in 2001. The Transportation
percentage of households with at least one bike (62%)
Tomorrow Survey indicates a slight increase in the
(73% in Ottawa). One striking similarity, however, is
combined bike/walk share of trips for that same core
the dramatic drop in cycling during the winter months,
area from 7% in 1986 to 8% in 2001 (all trip purposes, 24
with only 7% as much cycling in the winter as in the
hours) (Transportation Information Steering
peak summer months. While the winters in Toronto are
Committee, 1986–2001). City cordon counts also suggest
not nearly as severe as in Ottawa, Montréal, and
considerable cycling growth in the inner portions of the
Québec City, they appear to be cold and messy enough
metro area, with an average 24% increase in the
to discourage most cycling.
number of bike trips in 20 key cycling corridors from
Corresponding to the impressive 62% decline in
1999 to 2003 (Decima Research, 2000; City of Toronto,
cycling fatalities and 37% decline in cycling injuries in
2001). The very different travel trends in the inner and
the province of Ontario from 1984 to 2002, both Ottawa
outer areas of greater Toronto are confirmed by the 2001
and Toronto have succeeded in improving cycling
Transportation Tomorrow Survey, which found a
safety. In the past ten years, for example, cycling
combined walk/bike share of 27% for the core area, 9%
injuries have fallen by 33% in Ottawa, and cycling
for the core ring, 6% for the inner suburbs, and 5% for
fatalities have been cut in half (City of Ottawa,
the outer suburbs.
1999–2003; 2003b). Over the same period, cycling
The percentage of cyclists among Toronto area
injuries in Toronto fell by 9%, and fatalities fell by
residents (48%) is lower than in Ottawa (57%).
about two-thirds (City of Toronto, 2005a). In 2003 there
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were over three times as many reported cycling injuries
activate the signal sensors. Both cities also have
in Toronto (1,013) as in Ottawa (295), although Toronto
numerous intersections with push button triggered
has less than twice as many daily bike trips (18,285 in
signals, but they are usually for both cyclists and
Toronto, 10,090 in Ottawa). The apparently greater
pedestrians.
cycling safety in Ottawa might be attributable to the
Toronto and Ottawa have done much more than any
far more extensive system of separate cycling facilities
city in Québec to promote safer cycling by improving
there, as well as lower volumes of motor vehicle traffic cycling and motorist behaviour. Ontario provincial
on Ottawa’s roads compared to Toronto.
laws require helmet use up to the age of 18, and
Ottawa and Toronto have undertaken a broad range
legislation is now being considered to make it
of measures to improve cycling safety (City of Ottawa,
mandatory for all age groups. In Ottawa, for example,
1994; 2001; City of Toronto, 2001; 2003). Both cities
68% of all cyclists – and even 54% of adult cyclists –
have greatly expanded their systems of bike paths and wear helmets (City of Ottawa, 2003b; 2003c). That is
lanes to provide more separate rights of way for
about twice as high as the 33% of Toronto cyclists and
cyclists. As of 2003, Ottawa had 511 km of bike routes
28%–35% of cyclists in Québec Province who wear
on arterial and secondary roads, of which 83 km had
helmets (City of Toronto, 2005b; Vélo Québec, 2001).
separate bike lanes, 81 km had paved shoulders
Extensive CAN-BIKE courses in both Toronto and
specifically for cycling, and 35 km had extra-wide
Ottawa offer a variety of education and training
shared lanes. Ottawa also has 311 km of off-road bike
courses for all age groups and skill levels. In Ottawa,
routes. Included in the Ottawa’s total of 822 km of
CAN-BIKE is currently contracted out to a private, noncycling facilities is the extensive system of bike paths
profit group called Citizens for Safe Cycling, which
known as the National Capital Pathway, mainly
also organises bike tours for seniors and bicycling camps
along waterways or in parks and greenways. The City
and special safety courses for children. In addition,
of Ottawa publishes a detailed cycle route map
Ottawa schools offer instructional programs for cycling
indicating the location and type of all bike routes as
skills and traffic safety, funded by the Ottawa Public
well as bike parking throughout the city. It is
Health Department and implemented by the Ottawa
superimposed on a detailed city map to facilitate
Safety Council. The Council also operates a miniature
matching bike routes and parking with all destinations safety village with typical but smaller-scale roads,
in the city.
bike lanes, and traffic signals to teach children traffic
Although Toronto has been steadily expanding its
skills. The Ottawa police organise bicycling rodeos in
network of bike routes, it remains much smaller than
neighbourhoods throughout the city to teach basic
Ottawa’s. In 2003, it offered 252 km of bikeways
cycling skills as well as traffic laws pertaining to
(compared to Ottawa’s 822 km), including 154 km of
cyclists. Enforcement is important. The Ottawa police
off-road paths, 63 km of bike lanes, and 35 km of
conduct occasional one-week bicycling safety blitzes,
shared roadways (City of Toronto, 2001; 2004).
making intensive checks on bike safety and cracking
Toronto’s official Bike Plan sets an ambitious goal of
down on illegal cycling on the sidewalk, in the wrong
1,000 km of bikeways by 2011, but it has a long way to
direction, and against the light. Similarly, police
go, and funding is limited. While Ottawa offers more
target motorists who fail to respect the legal rights of
cycling facilities, Toronto has more extensive traffic
cyclists. Until recently, Ottawa offered the option of
calming of its residential neighbourhoods, making
attending a Bike School for offenders in lieu of paying
cycling on shared streets both safer and more pleasant.
fines. In 2004, the province of Ontario prohibited that
As in Ottawa, there is also a detailed map of cycling
alternative to paying fines.
routes in Toronto, designating various kinds of bike
Toronto’s safety programs are similar to those in
routes, bike share pickup/drop-off sites, transit
Ottawa, including CAN-BIKE courses run from 14
connections, and other items of interest to cyclists.
community centres, with a total of 74 courses in 2003,
Toronto introduced a new bikeway network signage
producing about 400 graduates (City of Toronto, 2001;
system in 2004 that provides uniform design, clearer,
2003). Recently, the City of Toronto took over the
easier-to-follow directions, and improved connections
CAN-BIKE program and now runs it directly through
between bikeways on and along roads and those in
its parks and recreation department, with instructors
parks.
hired as city employees. Toronto also has an extensive
Toronto and Ottawa have many intersections with
bike safety publicity campaign, with a variety of
special bike traffic signals, including some with
posters, stickers, decals, and brochures showing proper
innovative roadway sensors that detect waiting bikes
helmet use, proper procedure for cars passing bikes,
and automatically trigger a green light for cyclists.
reminders to watch for bikes when opening car doors,
Such intersections feature pavement markings
and warnings to cyclists not to ride on sidewalks. As in
indicating where cyclists should stop in order to
Ottawa, the Toronto police are actively involved in a
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Figure 7. Toronto’s unique Post & Ring bike stand in use in Canada's winter
Photo taken by Martin Reis on 5th January 2005 http://bikelanediary.blogspot.com/

range of programs to enhance cycling safety. They have
a special bike squad, with over 900 officers having
completed CAN-BIKE courses to become eligible for the
squad. The police also have an annual two-week
enforcement campaign called Cycle Right, which
targets both bicyclist and motorist violations of traffic
regulations affecting bike safety. Finally, the police
give bicycling safety talks and organise bicycling
rodeos in many Toronto schools.
Toronto offers the most extensive bike parking
facilities in all of North America, with a total of
14,500 bike parking spaces on city sidewalks as of 2004.
The famous post-and-ring bike stand was developed in
Toronto and has become a symbol of Toronto cycling
(City of Toronto, 2001). Roughly a thousand new postand-ring stands are installed every year. Toronto’s

zoning code was amended in 1993 to require all large
new developments to provide both bike parking and
shower facilities for cyclists. Similarly, Ottawa’s
zoning and building codes require bike parking for
certain kinds of commercial land uses, and also
provides incentives for firms to provide showers for
their employees who bike to work. The City of Ottawa
provides well over 6,000 bike parking spaces, not
including the many thousands of bike parking spaces at
federal offices and large employers, for which bike
parking statistics are not available (City of Ottawa,
2004).
Intermodal co-ordination of cycling with public
transport appears to be much better in Ottawa than in
most Canadian cities. In addition to bike parking at all
light rail (O-Train) and express bus (Transitway)
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stops, an increasing number of Ottawa buses come
throughout the city, disseminating information about
equipped with bike racks from mid-April to October 31
cycling, promoting safety, assisting with cycling
(over 200 by 2004). 12% of cyclists take advantage of
courses, and gathering feedback from communities to
this ‘rack and roll’ program, enabling them to take
improve the city’s cycling policies and programs.
buses for the longer portions of their trips. Toronto does
Toronto also offers Bike Friendly Business Awards to
not yet provide any buses with bike racks, but bikes
firms that do the most to promote cycling among their
may be carried onto buses during off-peak periods. In
employees and customers, and Bike to School programs
Ottawa, drivers of buses without racks use their
(part of Active and Safe Routes to School) in more than
discretion whether to permit bikes to be taken onto the
60 Toronto schools to encourage school children to cycle
bus, presumably based on how crowded the bus is.
to school.
Ottawa permits bikes on their O-Train at all times of
In addition to all of those efforts by the City of
day, while Toronto’s subway and suburban rail trains
Toronto, two groups have been key to promoting cycling.
only permit bikes during off-peak hours. Taking bikes
Advocacy for Respect for Cyclists is the main
onto buses, subways, and trains in Toronto is, at any
championing group, producing an annual report card on
rate, rather unrealistic, often involving inconvenient,
cycling conditions, holding street memorials whenever
time-consuming, and sometimes dangerous manoeuvres
a cyclist is killed, and arranging for legal defence of
up and down stairs, along platforms, and through
cyclists http://www.respect.to/. The Community
narrow aisles. Fortunately, there is bike parking at
Bicycle Network promotes cycling by co-operating with
many subway and commuter rail stations in Toronto,
provincial and government agencies, as well as with
thus facilitating bike and ride. Taking bikes on rail
Transport Canada at the federal level. It operates
and bus rapid transit in Ottawa is more realistic, since
Bike Share, a community bike-lending program,
all stations are wheelchair accessible, either via
organises monthly seminars about sustainable
ramps or elevators, thus facilitating bike access as
transport, and runs Wenches with Wrenches, a bike
well. Even there, however, it can be time-consuming
repair and skills clinic taught by women for women
and inconvenient for cyclists to board buses without
http://www.communitybicyclenetwork.org/.
racks or wait for elevators to access rapid transit
The City of Ottawa works closely with Citizens for
platforms.
Safe Cycling on most cycling promotional programs.
Both Toronto and Ottawa offer an impressive array
The Complete Ottawa Cycling Guide was distributed
of programs to promote cycling (City of Toronto, 2001;
for free to all households in 2000 and reprinted in a
2004; City of Ottawa, 2001). The Toronto cycling map,
local newspaper annually until 2004. In early June,
for example, is revised annually and distributed for
there is an event called Commuter Challenge, including
free at numerous locations throughout the city. The
Bike to Work Day, marking the start of the cycling
improved bike route signage system in itself is an
season. The end of the season in September is marked by
attempt to encourage more cycling by making it easier
the Harvest Ride bike tours. The various rides offer a
to find the best routes to desired destinations. The
range of distances and skill levels for all types of
highest profile promotional effort is the annual Bike
cyclists, and are accompanied by food, seminars, and
Week in late May or early June. In 2004, there were
many other events to provide a festive atmosphere. In
over 100 events, over 30,000 participants, and over 60
addition, there are several charity events (le Tour
different community groups and sponsors. Bike Week
Nortel and MS Bike Tour) as well as numerous longer,
also features the city’s largest charity event, Bike for
regional bike tours that attract thousands of
Heart, which attracted over 12,000 cyclists in 2004.
participants. The City of Ottawa and the Citizens for
The City of Toronto publishes a monthly newsletter
Safe Cycling even make a special effort to promote
called Cyclometer, which is mailed out to about 2,500
winter cycling by offering cold weather cycling
cyclists as well as posted on a special bicycling website
seminars at workplaces and community centres and by
http://www.city.toronto.on.ca/cycling/index.htm.
publishing a special guide called ‘Cycling 365.’
That same website advertises bicycling events,
Finally, there is a large squad of Ottawa police on
disseminates information on cycling safety, lists CANbikes, thus providing an important official presence on
BIKE courses, offers downloadable maps, the longbike. They carry out the full range of enforcement
range cycling plan and other useful reports, and
responsibilities, not just monitoring cycling behaviour.
provides links to neighbourhood cycling groups. The
There are also bike paramedics, bike parking officers,
website also facilitates reporting of repair and snow
and a volunteer bike pathway patrol to increase
removal problems on cycling facilities and permits
security, provide information, help with bike repairs,
direct requests for installation of post-and-ring bike
and provide emergency first aid.
stands at specific locations. Toronto has a unique
Cycling Ambassador Program that employs about ten
proficient cyclists who reach out to communities
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Figure 8. Toronto’s unique Post & Ring bike stand in use
Toronto's Transportation Services Division has installed nearly 15,000 Post & Ring bike stands. Roughly 6000 of these were
installed to replace on-street, coin slot car parking meters, where ‘Pay & Display’ ticket parking was implemented. The meter
replacements were partially funded by the Toronto Parking Authority. Between 1,500 and 3,000 new bike stands are installed
each year. This makes everyone smile. Photo taken by Martin Reis on 17th February 2005 http://bikelanediary.blogspot.com/

Cycling trends & policies in British Columbia:
Vancouver & Victoria
As shown in Figure 2, British Columbia has about
twice as high a bike share of work trips as either
Ontario or Québec. To some extent, that is probably due
to less seasonal variation in temperature and, in
particular, the milder winters in southwestern Canada.
It is not due to more favourable topography, as portions
of both Vancouver and Victoria are quite hilly. The
compactness of Victoria, however, may help explain
the high levels of cycling there. Most development is
restricted by geography to the tip of Vancouver Island,
bordered by water on most sides, by rural and
agricultural land to the north, and by a greenbelt to the
west. That generates many short trips that can be
covered by bicycle. Some interview respondents
suggested that British Columbians are in general more
physically active than other Canadians, with
Victoria and Vancouver ranked by Health Canada as
#1 and #2 in overall levels of physical fitness. Thus,
British Columbians might also be more likely to cycle
for transport as well as recreation. While both

Vancouver and Victoria have been expanding their
cycling route networks, cycling infrastructure does not
explain a bike mode share in British Columbia that is
twice as high as the Canadian average, since bikeway
networks in Ontario and Québec are more extensive.
Better weather, more compact development, and
greater inclination toward physical activity probably
contribute to the higher cycling levels in British
Columbian cities, but there is no solid evidence of their
actual impacts.
The Canadian Census reports that the bike share of
work trips in the Vancouver metropolitan area rose
from 1.7% in 1996 to 1.9% in 2001, but that increase may
have been caused by a public transport strike during the
survey period, which probably forced some people to
cycle instead of taking transit. Since another regional
travel survey in 1999 reported the same 1.7% bike
share of work trips as indicated by the 1996 Census, it
is likely that the bike share of trips has been stable in
recent years (Translink, 2001). Even a 1.7% share,
however, places Vancouver right behind Ottawa
among Canada’s cities with population over a million.
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As in Toronto, levels of cycling vary greatly between
official provincial driving manual for motorists, Road
different portions of Vancouver’s metropolitan area.
Sense for Drivers, has expanded the ‘Share the Road’
While only 0.6% of suburban households made their
section, which emphasises the need for motorists to
work trips by bike in 1996, 3.3% of city residents
respect cyclists’ rights to use most roadways, and to
commuted by bike, and in the university district, the
drive in a way that anticipates possibly dangerous
share was 12.2% (Translink, 2001).
situations and minimises the likelihood of crashes
with cyclists (Capital Regional District, 1999; 2003a;
Greater Victoria has an even higher bike share of
ICBC, 2005).
work trips than Greater Vancouver – indeed the
highest of any Canadian metropolitan area: 4.9% in
Nevertheless, in both Vancouver and Victoria,
1996 and 4.8% in 2001, according to the Canadian
police and insurance reports show that motorists are at
Census. The reported decline is only slight, but
fault in most crashes with cyclists (Capital Regional
confirmed by Victoria Region’s own Origin-Destination
District, 1999). The leading motorist violations are
(O-D) Travel Surveys in 1992 and 2001, which showed
failing to yield to cyclists at intersections (28% of
a drop in the bike share of afternoon peak trips from
cyclist injuries), dooring of cyclists by car occupants
5.2% to 3.6% (Capital Region District, 1998; 2002a;
(15%), and motorists sideswiping or squeezing out
2002b). Moreover, the 2001 O-D survey found only a
cyclists from the roadway (6%). Cyclists were at fault
2.4% bike share of all trips in the region, when all
in some instances as well, however. In 10% of crashes,
times of day and all trip purposes are included. The
they failed to yield properly at intersections. Another
same survey found a much higher bike share of work
widespread safety problem is crashes with pedestrians
trips (6.2%), indicating the much greater use of bikes
caused by illegal cycling on sidewalks and failure to
for commuting to work than any other purpose.
give way to pedestrians in crosswalks.
Comparisons of the Census and O-D survey data may be
As in other Canadian cities, both the Vancouver and
misleading, however. The Census data were collected
Victoria regions have been steadily expanding their
in May, while the regional O-D survey was done from
network of separate bike paths and lanes, while also
early October to mid January, when the weather is
extending their systems of bike routes on lightly
generally cooler, rainier, and thus less hospitable to
travelled roads. Vancouver, for example, constructed 16
cycling. In spite of all these statistical discrepancies,
bikeways from 1986 to 1999, with a total length of
all surveys confirm that Victoria has the highest
133 km (City of Vancouver, 1999). Nevertheless, most
cycling share in Canada.
of the 1,347 km of bike routes in the Greater Vancouver
As noted earlier, cycling has become much safer in
area in 2004 were on lightly travelled roads, sometimes
British Columbia, with cycling fatalities declining by
with modest accommodation for bikes. Indeed, it is the
60% between 1984 and 2002, and injuries declining by
specific policy of Vancouver to focus on facilitating
41%. Both Vancouver and Victoria report similar
cycling on local side streets with low traffic volumes,
declines. In Vancouver, for example, cyclist crashes fell including streets in traffic calmed residential
from 728 in 1992 to 229 in 2003, and fatalities fell from
neighbourhoods (City of Vancouver, 1999).
an average of three a year in the 1980s to only one a
The Victoria Capital Region has a total of 377 km
year by 2003 (Translink, 2004).
of bike routes (Capital Regional District, 2003b). They
Increased cycling safety in British Columbia is
include 67 km of mixed-use off-road trails – the
probably due to expanded cycling facilities, traffic
Galloping Goose and Lochside Trails – which parallel
calming of neighbourhoods, improved education and
the region’s major highways and traverse much of the
training of both motorists and cyclists, and increased
region. Both are heavily used in urban sections of the
helmet use. The Bike Smarts Program in Victoria is
region’s core municipalities. In addition, the Victoria
aimed at cycling education for school children aged
region has 62 km of bike lanes and 131 km of roadways
7–13 years (Capital Region District, 2003a). Almost
with paved shoulders that are specially marked to
half of all Victoria area elementary schools
separate cyclists from car traffic. Moreover, some
participate in this program, which entails five hourVictoria neighbourhoods have been traffic calmed by
long sessions of cycling courses (taught by regular school speed humps and ‘bulbouts’ (kerb extensions and road
teachers) on rules of the road, bike mechanics, bike
narrowing at intersections which slow down cars and
handling, dealing with cycling hazards, and correct
make it easier for pedestrians to cross), thus reducing
helmet use. The pan-Canadian program CAN-BIKE is
vehicle speeds and facilitating safe and pleasant
run by Cycling BC in British Columbia, mainly for
cycling. There are ambitious plans for expanding the
adults learning to cycle. Safe cycling is a key element in Capital Region’s bike route network to 550 km and
all CAN-BIKE courses. Helmet use has been mandatory improving connections among routes, but funding is a key
throughout British Columbia since 1995, as well as
problem (Capital Regional District, 2003a).
front and rear lights on bikes used after sunset. The
Both Victoria and Vancouver have made special
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efforts to accommodate cyclists at intersections
(Capital Regional District, 2003a; Translink, 2004;
2005). Cyclist-activated traffic signals are
available at many locations. In the central
municipality of Victoria alone, there are 61
intersections with loop detectors for bikes, and
additional ones in the outlying municipalities of
the region. There are also numerous intersections
with push-button activated traffic signals for
bikes. Victoria is expanding the number of
intersections with special bike access lanes and
bike boxes for cyclists waiting for a green light.
Vancouver also provides bicyclist-activated
traffic lights to facilitate crossing busy
intersections. Many of these signals are shared by
pedestrians and cyclists (about 170, as of 2004). All
new pedestrian-activated signals are now
installed with curbside buttons for cyclists.
Similar to Vancouver and Toronto, Victoria has 40
intersections with loop detectors in the pavement
to detect bikes and trigger a green signal. Two
intersections offer bike boxes (advanced stop lines)
for waiting cyclists. Most important, however,
Vancouver has traffic-calmed many of its local
residential streets through measures such as
median refuges, traffic circles, artificial deadends for cars, and cut-through passages for bikes.
The provincial government of British Columbia Figure 9. In Toronto, stop above the 3 sensors in the
provides only very limited funding for
pavement to switch the traffic signal to green
improvements in cycling infrastructure. Requiring
at least an equal match by local governments, the
of Greater Victoria’s bicycle funding derives from
province provided about $2 million per year from 1995
general revenues of each local municipality.
to 2001, then suspended the program for three years,
Both Victoria and Vancouver have made
and reinstated the program in 2004 at only half the
considerable efforts at intermodal co-ordination with
former level of support. Moreover, the province has
transit (Capital Regional District, 2003a; Translink,
made applications for funding absurdly difficult. Until
2004 and 2005). Thus, most BC buses in both cities are
recently, funding was not awarded until December, and
equipped with bike racks, and bikes can be taken on the
cities were required to complete all construction during
BC Ferries at any time. In Vancouver, bikes can be
the three winter months, before March of the following
taken on the Sea Bus Ferries and West Coast Express
year. That has discouraged many municipalities from
Trains at any time, but they are only allowed on the
applying for provincial funding at all. Nevertheless,
Sky Train (the main rail transit system in Vancouver)
at least British Columbia’s provincial government has
at off-peak hours and on weekends. Both the West
made some minimal effort to fund cycling facilities, in
Coast Express and Sky Train provided bike racks at
contrast to Ontario, which has done nothing at all.
stations as well as over 400 bike lockers (Translink,
Moreover, all municipalities applying for provincial
2004).
funding are required to establish bicycling facility
Efforts to promote cycling in British Columbia have
plans as part of their overall community development
been
quite similar to those in Québec and Ontario
plans. That, in itself, has been a positive development.
(Capital Regional District, 2003a; Translink 2004;
From 1990 to 1999, Greater Vancouver spent almost
2005). In Greater Victoria, there is an annual Bike to
$6 million on bikeway facilities. Translink, the
Work Week every June, sponsored by the Bike to Work
regional transport authority for Greater Vancouver was
Society and funded by the provincial government and
established in 1999 (Translink, 2005). Since then, it has
private sector donors. Similarly, Vancouver offers an
increased funding for cycling infrastructure to several
annual Bike Month throughout the region, with over
million dollars a year, financed by a portion of the
fifty entertaining and educational events for all ages
gasoline tax dedicated to transport improvements. Most
and ability levels, including group rides, children’s
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safety workshops, parties, films, openings of new
infrastructure as, for example, Ottawa or Montréal,
cycling facilities, and festivals. Vancouver also
they are making increasing efforts to accommodate the
participates in the so-called Commuter Challenge, a
considerable latent demand for cycling through a
nationwide event that promotes friendly competition
variety of measures. One can only imagine how much
among organisations and cities to determine who can
higher the already impressive levels of cycling in
get the highest percentage of employees out of single
British Columbia would be if both provincial and local
occupancy vehicles into healthier and cleaner modes of
governments devoted as many resources to cycling
transport such as walking, cycling, transit, carpooling,
infrastructure as in Québec province.
vanpooling, and telecommuting (City of Vancouver,
Conclusions & Policy Recommendations
1999; BEST, 2005).
All six of the Canadian case study cities examined
In addition to various government efforts, many
in this article have made impressive efforts to
private groups actively promote cycling in British
encourage more and safer cycling. The result is bicycling
Columbia. The British Columbia Cycling Coalition has shares of urban travel roughly three times as high as in
members throughout the province. In Vancouver, the
American cities of comparable size. For all
two main groups are Better Environmentally Sound
metropolitan areas in aggregate, the bike share of
Transportation, http://www.best.bc.ca, and the
work trips in Canada was 1.2% in 2001, compared to
Vancouver Area Cycling Coalition
only 0.4% in the United States (Statistics Canada,
http://www.vacc.bc.ca/. The Greater Victoria Bike to
2003; Pucher & Renne, 2003). That is particularly
Work Society, Capital Bike and Walk, and the
impressive given the long, harsh winters in most
Greater Victoria Cycling Coalition are the three
Canadian cities.
promotional associations in Victoria. These groups are
Nevertheless, Canadian cities are now struggling
involved in a range of cycling education programs,
with many obstacles to further increase levels of
improving cycling facilities, developing a cycling
cycling. Perhaps the most important challenge is the
information database, improving the legal status of
proliferation of low-density, sprawling suburbs
bicyclists, and lobbying provincial and local
spreading out around virtually every Canadian city –
governments for pro-bike policies. They also organise
usually outside the local governmental jurisdiction of
cycling conferences and bike rides, and help publicise
the central city (Nivola, 1999). For example, roughly
cycling.
half the population of the Greater Toronto
Bike route maps are available for both the
Metropolitan Area is outside the boundaries of
Vancouver and Victoria regions. In Vancouver,
Métropolitaine Toronto, and some observers have even
Translink finances and distributes the map, while in
described present-day Toronto as ‘Vienna surrounded by
Victoria, the Greater Victoria Cycling Coalition
Phoenix’ (Cervero, 1998: 89). Such sprawling suburban
updates the map each year and helps with
developments are almost entirely car-oriented, with
distribution. The Victoria map, in particular, is
segregated land use patterns, excessively long trip
impressive, including information on the nature of each
distances, and an almost complete absence of facilities
bike route (steepness of inclines, motor traffic volumes,
for cycling. Thus, as noted for several case studies,
and difficult intersections) as well as transit
bicycling is concentrated in the denser urban core, with
connections, bike shops and rental locations,
the bike share of travel steadily declining with
accommodation, and tips on how to cycle safely. In
increased distance from the centre. The strong trend
addition to maps, the Greater Victoria Cycling
toward suburbanisation of both population and jobs in
Coalition produces the Bike Sense cycling guide, which Canada works against efforts to promote cycling.
is distributed not only in Victoria but also in Vancouver
Unless Canadian metropolitan areas can implement
and various other cities throughout the province.
more mixed-use, more compact, less car-dependent land
Similar to Ottawa, there is an increasing squad of
use policies on a truly regional level that includes the
bike police in Vancouver, having grown from 8 in 1991
suburbs, an increasing proportion of Canada’s
to 70 in 1999 (City of Vancouver, 1999). While they
population will live in areas where cycling is
obviously help ensure safe cycling, they perform the
impractical as a mode of daily transport, and will only
full range of police functions, and by their very presence be occasionally used for recreation.
give greater legitimacy to cycling as an acceptable
There are other reasons as well for the stagnation of
mode of transport.
cycling levels in many Canadian cities in recent years,
Clearly, cycling in Vancouver and especially
after considerable growth during the 1970s and 1980s.
Victoria benefits from many factors such as climate,
Until now, only the politically ‘easy’ measures have
compactness, and an outdoor lifestyle that encourages
been adopted. Unlike the wide range of car-restrictive
physical activity. While cities in British Columbia
measures found in most European cities, Canadian
have not invested nearly as heavily in cycling
cities – much like their American neighbours to the
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south – have been quite hesitant to impose restrictions
funding, co-ordination, planning, or policy guidance to
on car use or to increase its price (Pucher, 2004;
assist local communities. The Province of Ontario, in
Pucher & Lefevre, 1996; Pucher & Dijkstra, 2003;
particular, has been egregiously negligent by almost
Transportation Research Board, 2001). Traffic calming
completely ignoring cycling, but British Columbia has
of residential neighbourhoods, car-free zones, parking
not been much better.
restrictions and supply limitations are not nearly as
Similarly, Canada’s Federal Government has
extensive as in most European cities. Moreover, gasoline neglected cycling as a serious transport mode. National
prices, motor vehicle registration fees, sales taxes on
legislation similar to the United States’ Intermodal
cars, roadway tolls, and parking prices are generally
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and
only a fraction of European levels (Pucher, 1998).
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st century (TEA-21)
Co-ordinating public transport with bicycling is
could greatly increase funding for investments in cycling
crucial to encouraging increased use of both of these
infrastructure (U.S. Department of Transportation,
modes. Especially in lower-density residential areas,
2004a; 2004b; 2004c). The Federal Government should
cycling is ideal as a feeder and distribution system to
also provide more research funding and more guidance
access public transport stops. Such integration can be
in planning for bicycling in Canada. That would foster
achieved by provision of convenient and secure bike
the necessary collaboration and exchange of ideas and
parking at both rail and bus stops, bike racks on all
experiences of local bicycling planners throughout
buses, and accommodation of bikes on all rail transit
Canada. Although it ratified the Kyoto Accords on
vehicles.
curbing greenhouse gases, the Canadian Government
has left it almost entirely to the provinces and cities to
The wide range of ‘carrot and stick’ measures in
implement urban transport policies and programs so
European cities have helped achieve bike modal
crucial to actually meeting the promised reductions in
shares of travel that average about 10% for Western
greenhouse gas emissions.
European countries, but range widely from lows of
4%–6% in the United Kingdom, Italy and France to
Cycling is probably the most sustainable of all
highs of 20%–30% in Denmark and the Netherlands
transport modes, producing almost no pollution and
(Pucher & Dijkstra, 2003). Unless Canadian cities can
requiring no non-renewable energy resources at all. It is
implement more of the European-style ‘stick’ measures
time for the Federal Government and Canadian
against excessive car use – while enhancing the safety
provincial governments to provide the sort of support
and feasibility of alternative modes – it may be
for cycling that would enable cities to make the needed
difficult to convince increasingly suburbanising
investments in cycling infrastructure, as well as fund
Canadians to drive less and bike, walk, and take
complementary educational, training, and law
transit more often.
enforcement programs. Cycling education in Canadian
schools is only very limited and completely voluntary.
Even the ‘carrot’ measures used to encourage cycling
Following the extraordinarily successful cycling
in Canadian cities have been far more limited than in
education programs in Europe, Canadian provinces
European cities (Pucher, 1997). No Canadian city has a
should require and help fund mandatory completion of
truly comprehensive, integrated, regional network of
a cycling education course by the third or fourth grade
cycling facilities such as those found in so many Dutch,
German, and Danish cities. That forces cyclists to share of primary school.
the road with motor vehicles for most of their trips,
Without such increased provincial and federal
often diminishing the safety, feasibility, and
government involvement, it may be that cycling in
attractiveness of cycling for many potential cyclists –
Canadian cities has now reached a plateau. Even at
especially children, the elderly, the inexperienced,
that limited level, Canada far outperforms the United
and anyone who finds cycling in mixed traffic
States. It seems a pity, however, not to provide the
unpleasant and stressful.
funding that would enable Canadian cities to realise
the enormous unmet potential for more cycling. That, in
All surveys in both Canadian and American cities
turn, would help achieve a range of environmental,
clearly indicate that more separate cycling facilities –
safety, energy, congestion, and public health benefits.
bike paths and lanes – would most encourage people to
cycle (Dill & Carr, 2003). Thus, it is imperative that
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